Title word cross-reference

\((-\infty, \infty)\) [LW91]. \((P \pm i0)\) [TB99]. \((P \pm i0)^\lambda\) [TB99]. \((\psi(x) - \psi(y))\) [De 91a]. 1
\[\text{Dor99a, RS99}\]. 1 \[\pi\] [BB93]. 1 \[\psi(x) - \psi(y)\] [TB99]. 1 \[\psi(x) - \psi(y)\] [TB99]. 1
\[\text{De 91a}\]. 1 \[\text{BB93}\]. 1
\[\text{RP96}\]. $107.25$ [Bul90b]. $162.75$ [Ver94b]. $168.50$ [Ver94b]. 3
\[\text{DPS98, DV99, DM97a, HS92a, Lay93,}
\text{Sak99, VDM96, WF97, dS97b}\]. $24.95$
\[\text{Eme94e}\]. 2 \[\alpha\] [EHGNT90]. 2 \[\text{Les99}\]. 3
\[\text{CM96d, Eme94c, HKW99, Kle99}\]. $43.95$
\[\text{Ano94j}\]. 7 \[\text{KN90}\]. $92.00$ [Roo90b]. (1)
\[\text{Sid99}\]. 1 \[\text{Ber94, CM96b, DOS94, Jun92,}
\text{Man96, VM94}\]. 2 \[\text{Ber93b, HS94b}\]. 3
\[\text{SK96, Zha95}\]. 4 \[\text{SS91b}\]. 1 \[\text{CMR99, Zei92}\]. 10
\[\text{MN96}\]. 2
\[\text{Köl95a, LGR96, Lew97a, Zei92}\].
$G_2$ [Ekh91], $g_r(x) = x^a (1 - \ln x)\gamma_i$ [Gra96].
$\gamma(r - a) = [Goo91].$
$H$
[Ber93b, KNO97, Sab96, CZS96, DAOG91, GC97, LM97, SS91b, Sur91]. $H/h$ [KV95].
$h^4$ [Moh97]. $H^\infty$ [Ano97m]. $H_\eta(z)$ [SK92].
$\delta [Fdi99].$ $h_p$ [Mon94b]. $I$
[Daa96, DL94a, GM90b, Hür97a, Leo98b, MBB93, Mas92a, Sch94c]. $j [Hom96].$ $J_{\ell}(z)$
[KS92, KSK92]. $J_0(x)$ [Let96]. $J_{pq}$ [FFK97]. $J_\nu(x)$ [LW96b]. $k$
[HY98, KW99, LC97, TB99]. $K(1/b_a)$ [Lan99a]. $L [FLM92, Sch94b, VM94, dS97a].$
$L^2 [GWC96, Joh98, Zin99]. L_2$
[B96, RS92, Wen97]. $\lambda [MP93].$ $\lambda_n \to 0$
[Zho94]. $\ln f(x) [Köl94b].$ $\log(x^2 + 1 + x)$
[MM90]. $M [Bec90, Bec92, BM95b, DTB93, DM97b, He94, dS97a].$ $m_\alpha(\lambda) [WGK99].$
$N [LM90, Mey94, Spu99, Tok96a, Che98a, CH94b, DDL93, Dub96, GK96c, HY98, SA97, TH94]. n \to \infty [Voi95].$ $O(r^2 + b^4)$
[Sty96]. $P [AS96, CAZ98, CMR99, FP90, IP99, VVVD99b, VB93, Che97a, CLL98, DOAG91, GMdL99, Gr99, GC97, HN95, HNT96, HNT98, LM97, LG95, MP95, Med98a, Mon94b, Sur91].$ $P_i P_\theta [Joh98].$
$P_n(x) [LW95].$ $\pi [LM90].$ $\psi(x) - \psi(y >$
[De 91a]. $\psi(k)(x) [Köl96b].$ $Q$ [FGK95],
ÂNQR99, ARS96, AAVB98, CSE95, CIM94, DDL93, FV95, FV96, Flo96, FFK99, GH96, GIM96, KM96, Koo93, Sch93, Zen95]. $Q R$
[B92, Dub97, FFH97]. $\gamma \to 1^- [Elb92].$ $R$
[AH95, CS96, BBH90]. $R^n$ [Bu90b]. $\rho$
[Car90]. $S [GM97, dS97].$ $T_{a,m} [SG94].$ $\theta$
[HH95b, Liu96, Lu91]. $T_{QR} [GG97b].$ $U$
[GK96c, SS91b]. $U(n) [MN96].$
$U(n)] U(n - 1) [Voi95].$ $V [Axe96].$ $W$
[Sh97b]. $X$
[CLR97, De 91a, Köl95a, Let98, Ze92]. $x(s) = q^{-s}$ [Lew98]. $x = 1/4 [Köl96b].$
$x = 3/4 [Köl96b].$ $x^0 = 0 [Yam97].$ $\{x^0\}$
[Zho94]. $X_t = X_{t-3} \oplus X_{t-3} [Fus90].$ $y$
[De 91a]. $y''(t) + y(t) = 0 [Elb92].$
$\gamma'' = f(t, y, y''') [RA96].$ $y'' = f(x, y)$
[IR97, XZ98, IP99]. $Z [KNO96, Rös95b].$ $\gamma$
[Yam96]. $\zeta(2) [Pré96].$ $\zeta(3) [Pré96].$
- [GC97, HY98, LM97, Lev91, LC97, Mon94b, Sur91, CLR97]. -1 [Dam99].
-adaptive [CZS96]. -algebra [KM96].
-algorithm [Car90, Fdi99, Sal93, Gra96].
-analogue [CSE95, Koo93]. - analogues
[ANQR99]. -approximation [BI96]. -beta
[FV96]. -body [Mey94, Snu99]. - Chariel
[Zen95]. -classical [FK99]. -component
[TH94]. -continued [Lev90b, Lev94].
-control [Ano97m]. -convergence [CS97c].
-curved [Ber94]. -cycle [Axe96, Sh97b].
-cyclic [HN95, HNT96, HNT98]. -D
[Eme94c, CM96d, Kle99, Lay93, Sak99].
-difference [FK99]. -dimensional
[CH94b, LM90]. -disk [Flo96]. -divergence
[MP93]. -elementary [FFK97]. -error
[Joh98]. -extension [Mon94b]. - finite
[Joh98]. -fold [He94]. -forms [VB93].
-Fourier [ARS96]. -fractions
[BCCM91, Li96]. -function
[Ada95, FGK95]. -gamma [FV96]. -Hahn
[GIM96]. -harmonic [CL98]. -Hermite
[AAVB98]. -hierarchical [DOS94].
-hypergeometric [DDL93]. -independent
[KV95]. -ISBn [VR91]. -Laguerre
[CIM94, Zen95]. -Laplacian
[GMdL99, Med98a]. -Legendre [Sch93].
-matrices [KNO96, KNO97]. -method
[Liu96]. -methods [HJ95b, Lu91]. -mutual
[MP93]. -operators [BM95b]. -order
[AH95]. -orthogonal [Dou96].
-orthogonality [GM97]. -Padé
[Bec90, Bec92]. -point [SA97, Tok96a].
-prediction [Vek97]. -reproducing
[CM99]. -semigroups [Rha92]. -sphere
[KN90]. -spline [HS94b, SK96, Pfe91].
-splines [dS97a, Sab96]. -stability
[CMR93, Zin99]. -stable [VVVD99b, AS96, Bar99b, CAZ98, FLM92, FP90, IP99].
-stage [dS97b]. -step [HS92a]. - Stirling
[Zen95]. -table [Pas92]. -th


4 [Bul94a, Eme94c]. 48 [Bul96a, Bul96c]. 4th [Ano97r].

51 [DP94b].

60 [Ano98q]. 61 [Kre11]. 68 [Kra96, Ver96]. 6SF [Ano94l, Eme94f].

7 [Bul90b, Uyt96, VR91]. 78 [Ano97-31, Bul96b]. 7ET [Ano94k, Ano94m, Eme94a, Eme94e]. 7th [Ano91-36].

8 [Ano97-46, Eme94f, Roo90b]. 80 [Pie96]. 87 [Alz98]. 89 [Die02].

9 [Ano93k, Bul94b]. '94 [Ano93l, Ano93c].


= [CLR97, CB92, SS91b, Yam96].

Abel [Abd90, AE91, BCRV91, Cap90].


Acceleration [Ben94b, Osa91, Pr94, Ver97, Bel90a, BR92a, BMP96, EH98, Fdi99, GB90a, Gra96, Kza95, Le 95, LB99, LG95, Liu95, Nie95, Osa96, Sed90, SG94, Zha98].

accelerations [CF93]. accuracy [DSH95, GSSV92, LJQ95, Mig95, MJ96, Moh98, Sto97, Tsa96, XZ98, vN93].

Accurate [Lau99, Moo95, Sim98, SS97a, Sun96].

Acknowledgement [Cam91].
Acknowledgment [Rad97]. Acoustic
[WRW92, CM92, Ked93, MET94]. acoustics
[DOAG91, SB96]. across [vdHSvdV95].
alactualization [BCP99]. Adams
[CW99, HU99, vdHM99]. adaptations
[SRA91]. adapted [GH97a]. Adaptive
[CR96, CRD94, Mit91, RZ99, Ste99, Bdn91,
BS95, BT95, CZS96, CP96, FP97b,
Hig93, Hf95, Kl99, Kle99, L92, LLM91,
RD96, Riv91, TK98, Ver94a]. adapively
[QS99]. Addenda [Ano97-31]. addition
[Koe96]. Additional
[LM93a, RA97, RW97, Thr99, VV95]. Additive
[RA96]. adequate [Bab99]. ADI
[Sta93]. adjacent [Hoc97]. adjoint
[BS94, DM94, Moh96]. adjustment
[Seg95]. Advance [Ano97]. Advanced
[Ano91z, Ano91y, Ano97-30, Li99b]. Advances
[Bul96b, Bul96c, Bul96a, Pry94, Eme94a].
advection [AP96, ATV98, FP99, LV99,
Ram99, Sac96, Sak99, Wan97]. advection-dominated
[Sac96]. aerodynamic [vdVNTV97]. aerodynamics
[SB96]. affected [eM91]. affine
[AC95, CK91, DG92, KK95]. Agarwal
[Ano93k, Ano98p]. aging [Cus94]. age-structured
[Cus94]. aggregation
[Lit92, Lit95]. ahead [Hoc97, VB97]. Aided
[Ano93-30]. AIDS [GY95]. air
[LV99]. airfoil [BHS92, HS94a]. Airy
[Mac94]. Albert
[Ano94k]. Algebra
[Ano97-49, Ano97-49, Ano98s, FV95, FV96,
KM96, Bul94a]. Algebraic
[Ano97o, Ano97-46, Bak99, Sha97a, AM97,
AP92b, AL98, Cas96, DR90, KM94b, Lew91,
Lop90, Ren97a, RS99, SD98, Sni91, Ver96,
Yc90, BGV99]. algebraically [BMP96].
algberas [Fay97, HV91]. Algorithm
[Vek97, AP98b, AR92a, AG93, AC95,
AD92b, Ari95, BCCM91, BHS92, BM96b,
Bog98, BI92, CC97, Car90, CZ90, CK91,
CM9, CM96d, Cri97, DBF96, DF91,
Dub97, DR95, Fdi99, Fuk90, GM99,
GGF99, Gra96, HGL96, HZ96, HR99, HL95,
Koo93, Koo98, LTT90, LG95, LR96a, LH94,
McC98, Mes96a, Mes96b, MKK96, Miy93,
Moh90, PWT99, Rat94, RF99b, RF99a,
Rat94, Ren96, RW97, Sal93, SK90, SW95b,
St95, SS97d, TPA95, VJ96, Van99a,
Van99b, Van93, W94, Y99, ZF95, v95,
vdFvGdRv95, vdVNTV97, Bul94c].
Algorithmic [BBD+96, Hur97a].
Algorithms [Ano96-29, Ano97-48, Eme94a,
FV91, ATV98, AN95, BES91, BF93, Bog97,
BM96c, DHP94, DT93, El95, Fay97, FRR94,
G97b, H92, HK95, K90b, K90a,
KK96, Kral96, Lab97, Lab98, LST94,
MO96b, Mat90, May95, PP91, Pop96, Pry94,
RH99, SAFV96, TG91, Wan94, YR99,
Y92, Z91, dR99, Roo90b]. Allee
[Cus94]. Allgower [VR91]. alloys
[VV98]. almost
[BM93a, BC94, CAZ98, GP93, VVD99b].
Alternating
[FM97, Han91a, J91, YK96]. alternating-type
[YK96]. alternative
[GWC96, IS95a]. aluminium
[DJR91]. ambient
[CSS93]. American
[ZFV98]. Ami
[Em94a]. amplification
[BM95a, BM95b]. Amsterdam
[Bul90b]. analogue
[AGR93, CSE95, Esp99, Koe96, Koo93].
alognes [ANQR99, MMST96]. analogy
[Ros95a]. analyses [Lis95]. Analysis
[IChHe97a, CB92, CSv98, DGH95, LV99,
Le97, Q99, RY97, Rob98, eM91,
AC95, And95, Ano97-34, Ano97-35, Bab96,
BOS97, BS93a, BK95b, BW91, Bul90b,
Cha96, Chr90, CK91, CH94a, CR90, CR97,
De99, DT93, DKV98, Dum97, DS96b,
E93, Ell94, FPR92, G97a, GMDLS99,
GJ95, Gje97, HLF99, JP91, JTNW93,
Jun94, KT92, LB98, LZW98, LR96c, MT98,
MET94, M98, Mon93, Ned94, NS95,
Ned95b, NL94, Pet99a, Pry94, SV92a, SZ97,
SF90, SR91, TF91, T90, WG99].
Analytic
[JNC99, MBMF99, Ata94, BL93,
Elb92, GL90a, GSSV92, JS92, Kza95, PH92,
SL99, Sch96b, Sza93]. Analytic-numerical
[JNC99]. Analytical
[BM95, Hom96, J92].
analyzing [AV96]. and/or [Ask93, Riv91]. Andreas [Kra96]. Andrews [EHK+95].
Angewandte [Ano91r, Ano93u]. angular [KM99]. anharmonic [Wit95]. Animating
[Ano97b]. annealing [TPA95]. announcement [YM99]. announcement
[Ano97q]. Announcements [Ano94a, Ano90a]. annoy [Ask93]. answer
[BB95]. Anti [APH94, Han92]. Anti-periodic [APH94]. any [ZRG93]. aperiodic
[Zie90]. Ap´ery [All97, Rad95]. APL [Ano93c]. Appell
[Bel93a, CDTV99, Dou96]. Appendix
[Ano94b]. Appl [Alz98, Ano97-31, Die92, DP94b, KO01, Kre11, KR99]. Applicability
[ZV95]. Application [BGN+90, BH95, HT91, JVF, ADH98b, ATBB99, AEG98, BPV93, BHD93, CH98, Die96, DK94, F¨or93, GMBW96, HS97, Ioa90, LW99, LL99a, Mat90d, NS91, NL94, PS94, Pas91, Sid99, Sim92, TA95, XZ98, YC90, BK95a]. Applications
[Ano91g, Ano93c, Ano93z, Ano96-29, Bul96b, Bu196c, DL94a, DL94b, Drm90, Dup94, HB92b, HKW99, H¨ur97b, AG98, AD99, And96, Arg98, Bar99a, Ben94a, Ber94, BW91, Bre98, Bul90a, Bul96a, CZ94, CZ95, DJ98, DF97, DF95, EHK+95, Erd93, Fro91, Hig92, Ito94, Li92, Mi93, Mil93, Nh90, NV94, SD98, Sch98, SWW96, SDL99, Sh99, SV96, Sto99, TE97, Tic90, Tri93, XM98, An91y, Ano91y-35, Ano91y-36, Ano93-28, Ano97-30, Eme94d, Pie96]. Applied
[Ano90m, Ano91-27, Ano93a, Ano93z-27, Ano97a, Bul91, Die94a, Ano90o, An900, Ano91-28, Ano91-29, An90z, An92k, Ano92i, An904-27, Ano94-28, An95z, Ano95-27, Ano96-30, Ano96-31, Ano96-32, Ano97-43, Ano97-44, Ano97-45, Ano98-32, Ano98-33, Ano99z, BD90, CY91, CH94a, FS90, GR92a, Hyv97, IO91, JTNW93, OO96, Pen99, Sch94c, Sch94d, SFGF+99, Yam96, Yam97]. Approach
[Ano97-49, Abd90, AG98, Ano97m, Bab98, BBD+96, BL91, BM97, CS93a, CDM96b, DR90, DCG98, Ett91, Ext95, Faz94, FS96a, FV95, FR99, GMS94, HGC99, Ise93, JS92, Kos94, LYFW95, Lit95, NR90, NM92, Ozi91a, Sta90, TG91, TD97, TE97, VB90a, VB90b, Vog94, Wi96a, IX97, YR99, Ze90]. approached [Pre90]. approaches [Zel95]. Approx [VR91]. approximant [BGM93a, Cuy99, Pan94]. approximants [AP92a, AW95b, BGM90, BGM93b, BGM94, BGM95, Bak99, BSW99, Bec92, BGVHN95a, BGVO95, BDMGVO97a, BDMGVO97b, BGVHN97, BL93, CL92, CD96b, CDL96a, DDL93, GM93, GP97, GP98, GP99, GNV90a, GVO94, GM90b, GMS91, GMR94, GMBW96, Gu97, HRLG98, IL99, KW90, Le95, Mat97, Pre90, Pr96, Rob96, RW92, Sid90, Sta97, Th99, Tok96a, Tok96b, Voe95, Win90, dLCYL98, Zho97]. Approximate [A.94, eM91, CNP99, NS91, RS95, TH94, Bu96, Gf97, GPCGV91, GB90b, Han91b, Jo90, J´od92, Le99, Ren97a, vdh98]. Approximating [MW95, BC91, PH92, Rab90, Ste95, YD96, Yey92]. Approximation [AK97, AW95b, Ano91z, Ano91y, Ano93w, ADT95, BC98b, CP99, DNZ98, Fun92, GIZ94, LP98, LN95, Pre90, WM94, WM96a, AC90, Ac97a, AY94, AVK92, Anh99, Ano91u, BG95, Bec90, BI96, Bre90c, BV90, CS95a, CDM91, DL96, DC95, DVB96, DG93, DF91, DDMGVO99, Dr95, DGH95, Ert96, ELW93, EH97b, FS91, FW99, Fra94, FP99, GNV90b, GMR97, Ill98, Ito94, JS92, Jer91, Jia94, KT93, Lad97, Let96, Lio96, Liu97, LL99a, LSSZ90, MRT95, Mas93, ME93, Mat98, MW90b, Mc93, MW99b, MR92a, MR92b, Mon96b, Ned97b, Ors90, Ors97, Ozi92, Pas90, Per92, Rec94, Rin94, RT91, SSS96, SB99, SS94c, Sta98, TD90, VB94, VVD94, VM94, VMV94, Wen97, Zho94, Bul90a]. Approximations [DE90, BE91, Bes96, Elhr94, Jód90, KO99,
Approximative [Nee94].
Arbel [Eme94a].
Arbitrary [Ad94, Bec92, CLM95, CNS97, Col98, DNZ98, KS99, LS95, Luc95, Mit91, Pan95b, PP96a, Sid97]. arc [De 90a, How93, HSW91, MW95, MW99b, MR94, Mön96a, WM94]. arch [lCHcH97b]. Architectures [DT93, Ano94l]. arcs [AK97, WM96a, YD96]. Area [TRBS99, HMT90, Maa94, PP96a]. Argument [Cah90, Ext99, Mil06, Zha96b]. Arguments [Köl94a, MA98, NPB92]. Arising [ABD +96b, BG95, BV99, CM97, Ext98a, JMT94, Ned97b, Thr90]. Aristide [Bul96c]. Arithmetic [Ano91-32, Ano97-51, Sch94a, Sch94f]. Arithmetical [Rad95]. ARMA [Tre91]. Arnold [Kra96]. Arnoldi [BGF97, Gra93, Hyv97]. Arov [FFK97]. Arov-normalized [FFK97]. Arrangements [Orl99]. Art [Ano94m]. Artificial [Dub96, DD95]. Askey [Ban99, Rah96, RZA98]. Aspect [Ush91]. Aspects [Ano91q, Eir93, ADG99, BGVO95, Mas92a, Mas92b, NNR93, Sid90]. Assessment [Aff90]. asset [Pan96c]. Associated [Hen90a, Val95, Bel90b, BM93a, BGVHN95a, BS94, CGV97, CJT90, DLMT99, DT98, Flo96, FKR98, FRK99, GMS94, Hen90b, HV91, JNS90, Let93, Let95a, LRV96, Let99, Lew93, Lew95, Lew97b, Lin98, MR92a, Pan93a, PS95a, Rah96, Rán92, RGZA98, RV98, Sah96, SA97, Sif98, SC95b, Tri93, Van91a, ZRG93, GM96]. Association [Bul90a]. assumption [GW91]. Assumptions [DGC95, Thr99]. Astrophysical [SR99, Sto99]. Astrophysics [BGM99, IM99, RW99, SS99a]. Asymptotic [And92, BMS98, DP93b, DM97b, DS96b, Ehr95b, Eib94, Elb92, GL94, Guo95a, Hwa96, JP91, Jia94, JMMW90, Kit91, KT92, Lóp99, MF98, Mas99, MW90a, Med95, Med96, NW97, Pao98, PSC91, Rov92, SL98, SFB94, Tem92, Tre92a, WL92, WZ97, BS95, BPP97, Ber92a, BE91, BP96a, BA98, BCG98, Dun97, ES97, GR92a, GK96b, How90, IY97, Kuhl92, Lim96, MMPP97, Mat90, Mat97, Med97, Med98b, SV95b, SLK91, SLK92, TD90, Tem95, Wan91, YMW98, ZL99]. Asymptotic-numerical [How90]. Asymptotically [BHS±98, Hug94]. Asymptotics [CTV96, CIM94, CI97, DT98, Dun98, MMFMB97, MP99b, Pan93a, PKB98, BR92a, Boe91, BG98, Deh94, IS98, MFMBPC97, PW92, Wim91, diCYL98]. Asynchronous [BH98, FS95, Bai98, BCC99, Fro91, SBK98, Xu99]. Athletic [DNS98]. Atmosphere [HB99, WD99]. Atomic [SFGF99]. Attenuation [MET93]. Austria [Ano91s]. Author [Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano90e, Ano90f, Ano91a, Ano91b, Ano91c, Ano91d, Ano91e, Ano92a, Ano92b, Ano92c, Ano93d, Ano93e, Ano93f, Ano93g, Ano93h, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano94g, Ano94h, Ano94i, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano95i, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano96h, Ano96i, Ano96j, Ano96k, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97h, Ano97i, Ano97j, Ano97k, Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano98f, Ano98g, Ano98h, Ano98i, Ano98j, Ano98k, Ano98l, Ano98m, Ano98n, Ano98o, Ano98c, Ano98h, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99e]. Automated [PWT99]. Automatic [Bec94, Fis91, MP92, BF94a, Leo98b]. Automation [Ano93l]. Automorphisms [KN99]. Autoregressive [Mig95, SV95b]. Auxiliary [Gra99]. Average [LM92, LR96b]. Avoiding [EH98, Sca95, Ste90a]. AXB [CLR97]. Axelsson [Mar95a]. Axis [RF99b, RF99a]. Aylesford [Ano94l, Eme94f].
block-angular [KM99]. block-bidiagonal [Wri93]. block-iterative [BC94]. block-tridiagonal [Yun98]. blow [BCG98, DKKV98, HMV98, Lac98, MS98b]. blow-up [BCG98, DKKV98, HMV98, Lac98, MS98b]. Blowup [BB98a]. Board [Ano97s, Ano92e, Ano92i, Ano94q, Ano94u, Ano90g, Ano90h, Ano90i, Ano90j, Ano91j, Ano91k, Ano91l, Ano91m, Ano91n, Ano92d, Ano92f, Ano92g, Ano92h, Ano93a, Ano93o, Ano93p, Ano93q, Ano93r, Ano94p, Ano94r, Ano94s, Ano94t, Ano94v, Ano95j, Ano95k, Ano95l, Ano95m, Ano95n, Ano95o, Ano95p, Ano95q, Ano96, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano96h, Ano96i, Ano96j, Ano96k, Ano96l, Ano96m, Ano96n, Ano96o, Ano96p, Ano96q, Ano96r, Ano96s, Ano96t, Ano96u, Ano96v, Ano96w, Ano96x, Ano96y, Ano96z, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97h, Ano97i, Ano97j, Ano97k, Ano97l, Ano97m, Ano97n, Ano97o, Ano97p, Ano97q, Ano97r, Ano97s, Ano97t, Ano97u, Ano97v, Ano97w, Ano97x, Ano97y, Ano97z, Ano97-27, Ano97-28, Ano97-29, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano98f, Ano98g, Ano98h, Ano98i, Ano98j, Ano98k, Ano98l, Ano98m, Ano98n, Ano98o, Ano98p, Ano98q, Ano98r, Ano98s, Ano98t, Ano98u, Ano98v, Ano98w, Ano98x, Ano98y, Ano98z, Ano98-27, Ano98-28, Ano98-29, Ano98-30, Ano98-31, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99e, Ano99f, Ano99g, Ano99h, Ano99i, Ano99j, Ano99k, Ano99l, Ano99m, Ano99n, Ano99o, Ano99p]. Bohner [GH96]. bodies [Mar97, Sch94b]. body [Gre93, Krí95, Mey94, Spu99]. Bogdanov [JP91]. Boltzmann [BGN98, DKKV98, HMV98, Lac98, MS98b]. bombardment [BBD+96]. Bonn [Ano91r, Ano93a]. Book [Ano93k, Ano94a, Ano94k, Ano94l, Ano94m, Ano98p, Ano98q, Ano98r, Bul90a, Bul90b, Bul90c, Bul90d, Bul90e, Bul90f, Bul90g, Bul90h]. Bomb [Ano91r, Ano93a]. Book [Ano93k, Ano94a, Ano94k, Ano94l, Ano94m, Ano98p, Ano98q, Ano98r, Bul90a, Bul90b, Bul90c, Bul90d, Bul90e, Bul90f, Bul90g, Bul90h, Bul90i, Bul90j, Bul90k, Bul90l, Bul90m, Bul90n, Bul90o, Bul90p, Bul90q, Bul90r, Bul90s, Bul90t, Bul90u, Bul90v, Bul90w, Bul90x, Bul90y, Bul90z]. bound [GH97b, Lan99a, LS99, TG93]. boundedness [Aco97b, GPRV93, Haí90, LD98]. bounding [LR95]. Bounds [HJ95a, LaF91, LL98a, Mat95, AW95a, AH95, Ba93, Ber99, BGF97, Dei95, Die97, Die98, Die02, EHG90, Gil96, Han91b, Hür97a, Hür97b, Jód90, Jo'90, Jód92, JNC99, LW96b, LU96, MR95b, Mat97, Moe95, Moh95, NYW98, Ozi92, SF91, SL99, Thr99, ZT98, ZLQ96, ma92]. Box [ADT92, Die94a]. Bramble [ZV95]. Brauchweig [Eme94c]. breaking [ABM96, LL99b]. Bressou [Lev90a]. bridge [FS94, PP92]. Brjuno [MCM99]. Brownian [PP92]. Bruaset [Mec96]. bubble [Sca95]. Buchholz [AS99]. Building [Eme94b]. Burgers [KBO99, O96]. butterfly [SDL99]. Butzer [JS93]. BVP [Gan93]. BVPs [AW98, SS96, Smi96].
C [Ano91h, Bul90a, Die94a, Eme94d, PZ98, Ano94l, Eme94f]. C-differentiable [PZ98].
c/o [Ano94l, Eme94f]. cable [CHM94].
CAGD [Ano91f]. Calculating [Fra99, ZL96]. calculation [vdFvGdRdV95]. calculations [CP96, Cha95, Ols99, RL99].
Calculus [Lev91, Ano97b, BC98b, FS96a]. Cambridge [Ano98r, Eme94b]. can [Cuy99]. cannibalism [FSW94].
cannot [Zei92]. Canonical [KM94b, OS94, Lan95]. cantilever [ESEHEK93]. caps [BR98].
Cartesian [Cha95]. cascade [BM95b]. case [Alv99, AGRZ97, AGRZ98, BDMGVO97b, Cuy99, Dib98, GP97, GRZA97, LW96b, Nak91, Ned94, ND95, Pan97, TG93, VB90b, VZ94]. cases [BY99, KK97].
catalytic [BN92]. catastrophe [SV92a].
Cauchy [Ber92b, BK99b, CR97, Cri97, DS90, DL96, DPS98, DMGVO99, Die94b, Die95, Die96, Die97, HB92a, JL97, KL98, Le999, Mac99, Mas99, Müh96, Ors90, San96].
Cauchy-type [Ber92b]. cavitation [BCV98].
Cayley [DLP98, GMBW96]. CB2 [Eme94b]. CEEDE [Ano93l].
Celestijnenland [Ano90k]. cell [JMT94, MR96, Swa96, Swa97, Syd99]. cells [DJR91]. cellular [Mie91, RZ99]. centered [LR92a]. Central [Bla95, GR92a]. centre [LP92]. certain [Aco97c, An98, And90, Arg98, AL97b, BBM96, BGM94, Baw95b, Baw98, Ben97, CS97b, CH94a, DPP98, De 91a, DMGVO99, Dzi99, Ehr98, GVGPSL93, Grü98, HKL96, IRZ96, Koe93, Köl94a, LP92, Mil97b, MM98, Moo95, Nik96, Rin94, SH96, Sty92, SS97d].
CG [Chr92]. CG-like [Chr92], CGS [Krz96]. CGSTAB [CF93]. Chain [Ano97m, vD95]. Chain-scattering [Ano97m]. chain-sequence [vD95]. chains [Lin98, Mai93, TG91]. Champaign [Pie96].
chance [Gel95]. change [GR95]. change-of-variance [GR95]. channel [Xia96]. channels [LLM91]. chaos [dMM99]. Chaotic [BE98, Bai97, Ber99, VJ96].
characteristic [JI98, SSS96, Yan92]. Characteristics [BCV98]. Characterization [Bar99b, Cop94, Han92, PS95b, Dam98, De 91b, KYY97].
Chebychev [Ren97b]. Chebyshev [Bav95b, CB92, CB95, CPMK96, EK96, Elh97, ES92, HT94, HLCW93, HN98, Kju95, Köl95a, Ku95a, Ku95c, Ku95b, Lap93, Mak92, Mas93, ME93, Mc93, Not97, Not98, Pas91, RV94, SV95a, SS97a].
Chebyshev-type [Ku95c, Ku95b, RV94].
chemical [BV99]. Chenies [Ano94k, Ano94m, Eme94a, Eme94e].
Cherenkov [Bab96]. choice [DRW95, Ish99, Lah92, Lah96, SC95a].
choose [BB98b]. Christoffel [Bre90b, Det95, FZ93, Van93a].
Circl [Bul90b].
circle [ACM98, BC98a, BC99, BT92a, BHGYN94, BGVNH97, CM95, CS96a, CS97a, Gra93, Li99a, MG91, Mig95, Pan93b, Pan93c, Pan95a, Pan96a, Pan96b, SL99, VB94].
circuit [DP97, GH97a]. circuits [SD98, SZ97].
Circular [LR92a, eMB91, AK97, AK91, ICHcH97b, De 90a, Dor99b, How93, LR96a, MR94, TF91, WM96a, YD96].
circularity [McC93]. Cl [Köl95a]. Class [BB93, Arg98, Bai98, BEC99, BZ93, Bru94, CNP99, CS97a, CS93b, CM96c, EGBE93, Fit91, FHR98, FM98b, HN90, HZL94, IS93, IS95b, IY95, IY97, JN91, JNC99, LT93, MS98a, Mc93, Mil97a, Moh97, Moh98, Moh90, Nie94, QA97, RZQ99, Sch97, Sch94f, Smi91, SV92b, SL91, SLK92, Sun96, VD90, YK96, YMW98, Zha92, dO90].
Classes [Dzi99, Ehr95a, Fdi99, Kor94a, KL90, Sab95].
Classical [DGC95, Pry94, ÁNMG95, AGRZ97, AGRZ98, BM98, Ber92b, FKR98, FHR98, FRK99, GMS95, GRZA97, GRZA98b, KR96, KBO97, Lew95, Lew96b, Mag95a, Mar93b, RBDM90, RZG95a, RGZ98, SV95a, SS94a, Sl93, TD97, TE97, WD99, ZRG93, Zhe98].
Classification [ZCG99].
Clausen [Köl95a].
Clebsch [ANY8D98].
Clenshaw [AGR93].
Close [Pon98a].
Close-to-convexity [Pon98a].
Closed [Jód91a, K099, KO01, SV95b, Ata94, CTV96, Jód91b, SS94a, Wim90].
Closed-form [Jód91a, K099, KO01, Jód91b, Wim90].
closely [DE97].
clouds [Kle99].
clustering [RTK95].
CMFT97 [Ano97n].
Co [Bul90b, Bul94a, Let95a, Let93, Let99, RBDM90, RZG95a].
co-modified [RBDM90].
Co-recursive [Let95a, Let93, Let99, RZG95a].
coarse [Cha95].
coarse-mesh [Cha95].
Coastal [LL99b].
Code [Sto99, Wan99, SR99].
codes [HU99, SW95b, Zha94].
coefficient [BK90, LR96b].
Coefficients [CL91, A.94, ABM97, AGRZ97, AGRZ98, ADMFSR98, Bab98b, Ber93a, Bla95, CZ93, Doh98, FHR98, GL99, GRZA97, IS95b, Köl95a, KPP97, KM94b, Lew92, Lew96a, Lew96b, Lov95, Mag95a, MJ96, MJG96a, MJG96b, Moh98, Odl92, RZG95b, SS96, SS94b, Tre91, IX97].
Coercive [ATV98, Ned94, ND95].
coherent [MPP95, MMFMB97, MP99b, Pan97].
collapse [CK91, Kle99, MM99c].
collected [Bul94b].
collection [CRD94].
Collector [BP96a, PKB98].
collision [Bab99, Gör99].
Collocation [Bru94, ES92, Lad97, AP92b, Bar99b, Ber92b, BW96, BY96a, BY96b, CH94a, CPK96, ES97, ES96, Fun92, FP99, Guo95b, HS92a, HS94a, IO91, KNP97, Lev97, Lop90, PACH90, QA97, Ruo94, SK96, SSS96, Shu96].
Collocation-approximation [Lad97].
collocation-type [Guo95b].
Colloquium [Ano91-33].
column [Mc99].
Combination [GR92c].
Combinationa [McC99].
combinations [Bav95b, Li97, Li99b, LW99, LLY99].
combinatorial [AZ97].
Combined [CDF95, FFLM95, LB90, Lyu92, Pet90].
combustion [SC95a, Em94].
Comet [Mey94].
Comment [Mi06, VVVD99b].
Comments [Anh99, Sez92].
common [GS99, MK96].
Comonotone [CM96b, Man96].
compact [MMFMB97].
compactly [FI96].
Companion [Ran96, JN92].
comparing [AV96, Atk90].
Comparison [AP98a, BKM95, GBP97, Sab95, ST99, AE90, CF93, CM92, EW99, GWC96, MeI97, MK96, MDC95, Por97].
compensation [Aze91, Lu95].
competing [HLS94].
competitive [Zit94].
compilation [CR93, Coo99].
complementarity [Bai98, BE98, Ben97, MFI95].
complements [Lan99a].
complete [CK99, Köl94a, KS96b, MP93, Sch94].
completely [Pd99].
completeness [RM95a].
complétes [Bul94b].
compleletion [FKM97].
Complex [Ano91t, Gil90, Ata94, BPV93, CGY97, GM93, Gre93, Ked93, KS92, LR92a, LR96a, ME93, MC93, Mi93, Miy92, Miy93, NP92b, PC96, Pet90, Ver96, VIA96, Zha96b].
component [DV99, TH94].
components [CSS93].
composed [SE99].
composite [Car93, FK96, LSS90, PTP99].
composition [Bal93].
Compositions [Lor90].
compound [Köl93, Rol99].
compressible [FFLM95, SDP97].
Comput [Az98, Ano97-31, Die02, DP94b, KO01, Kre11, KR99].
Computable [Han94a, Moh95, CGR99, JN91].
Computation [Ano93a, Ano97a, CDW90, CK91, DEHG92, KM95, LSS90, LSS92, Mac94, Sid97, WMC97, AM97, ACD92, ACD92]
BFG96, BCV98, BY99, Bou90, CLB92, Car96, CK92, CH96c, EK98, Eme94c, EH98, GBP97, Hem96, HS97, LW91, LR96c, Mie91, MZ95, Mor92, Pet99b, TA95, WKG99, Xia96, Zha96b, Ano91-32. Computational [Ano90m, Ano91g, Ano91-27, Ano93v, Ano93-27, Ano97n, ABD+96b, FM98b, GY95, HT99, PCC95, RW99, Ush91, VR91, Ano90o, Ano90n, Ano91-28, Ano91-29, Ano92j, Ano92k, Ano92i, Ano94-27, Ano94-28, Ano95z, Ano96-30, Ano96-31, Ano96-32, Ano97-32, Ano97-43, Ano97-44, Ano98-32, Ano98-33, Ano99z, ADT92, BT92b, DSH95, Eme94b, FM98b, GY95, HT99, PCC95, RW99, Ush91, VR91, Ano90o, Ano90n, Ano91-28, Ano91-29, Ano92j, Ano92k, Ano92i, Ano94-27, Ano94-28, Ano95z, Ano96-30, Ano96-31, Ano96-32, Ano97-32, Ano97-43, Ano97-44, Ano98-32, Ano98-33, Ano99z, ADT92, BT92b, DSH95, Eme94b, FT96, MOT91, NW94, SS99a, TG91].

computations [BKF+96, Bul94c, ER96, VDM96, YM99].

compute [Jon93, VV98].

Computer [Ano90k, Ano91i, Ano91-32, Ano93m, Ano93-30, Ano97-48, GJ95, Gen90, Van91b, DT93, KNST91, Kor96, Sch97, Sez92].

computerized [Rat94].

Computers [Bul90a, FMT91, Hei95b, KC92].

Computing [Ano94n, Ano94o, Ano96m, Ano97p, Ano90a, Ano94a].

confident [AS97, AS99, NPB92].

Conformal [AMA94, Cha95, DP93a, DE93, DE97, EPS97, FZ93, Fra99, HLCW93, How93, PS93a, PS94, RNM97, Weg90b, Weg96].

conforming [KP90, Kar94, Mon94b].

Congress [Ano93a, Ano97a, Ano91w, Ano94y, Ano96-27, Ano91u, Ano97q].

congruences [Rad91].

Congruent [DEHG92, EHT90, EHG90, EHN91, EH92a, EH92b, EH94, EH95, EH97a, Emm97b, Weg98].

Conic [KW99].

Conjecture [dBS99, Sta97].

Conjugate [ACGW91, CLW95, Heu92, LLP97, BMP96, ESS99, FSV96, Fuk90, HY98, LGT90, SS90, Y96].

Connected [Ama94, DE97, Weg96, Mar93b].

Connection [GRZA98a, Aco97c, AGRZ97, AGRZ98, ADMFSR98, Gil99b, GRZA97, Lew96a, Lew98, RZG95b].

connections [SL97].

Conquer [EFL97, FB90].

Conservation [Le99, SdO99].

Conservative [AT99, DG93, PdA99].

Conserving [OP94].

Considers [Die93].

Consistency [WB94].

Consistent [AM97].

Consistently [HN90].

Constant [PCV99, Ber93a, Ekh91, ESS99, LM90].

Constants [Ehr96b, Hwa96].

Constrained [AU96, AY94, Ehr97, EK98, KT93, Lit92, Sch96a, Wol94, ZP95].

Constraint [Moh95].

Constraints [BI96, Cri94, FPR92, FT96, RW97, SFI95].

Constructing [HX99, SFW99, ZC99, Ozi92].
ST91, ZZ91, Zhe99. **Construction** [EH92a, Lab98, BH91, BMP96, BJM97, CL93, GPS92, GM97, JM99, JR93, JL92, Kin90, Lew92, ML96, VC94, YH95, Zho97, dSS97]. **constructions** [FM98b]. **constructive** [Bab98, Faz94, Ise93, NYW98, Sid90]. **constructively** [Nee94]. **contact** [BG95, BK95a, BR92b, GK95, Ned94, ND95, Ned97b, Wei96]. **contact-two-phase** [ND95]. **containing** [De 91a, KS96a, Lóp98]. **contaminant** [ABD+96b]. **contamination** [GR95]. **Contiguous** [GM95, GIM96, Bus99]. **continua** [Plu95]. **Continuation** [VR91, ACGW91, CL95, Gov94, MM91, VJ96, WM92]. **Continued** [Hov90, MCM99, AP92a, BCH+99, BF94b, CJT90, Gil96, Gil99a, Gil99b, GM95, Kahl95a, Kuc99, Lan99a, Lev90b, Lev94, LB99, Lor92, Lor93, Lor95, MM90, Mat90, Rob99, Sh97a, SG94, Thr90, Thr99, VV95, Waa91, Zen95]. **continuity** [BEM98, DP95, WB94]. **Continuous** [AV99, BJ99, Con99, GRZA97, PT96, Bru94, CFR96, FK96, Gil99a, GRZA98b, GM96, III98, JL97, LMF97, SU99]. **continuous-time** [CFR96]. **continuously** [Tho90]. **Continuum** [Ano97-41]. **contour** [Ata94]. **contractions** [Lor90, SA94]. **contractive** [BP91]. **contractivity** [dO90]. **contrast** [BP97b, RTK95, SF94]. **Control** [Ano97r, SW95a, AP94, Ano97a, Bel90a, BVZ90, DGH95, Ehr96a, Ehr97, EM98b, HLS94, KSFAH98, KKNU97, Lit92, Lit95, Lov95, Man98, SJAM98, Tho90, TRBS99, VS90, WB94, YY98]. **controlled** [RE94]. **convex** [AM95, Bre90a, Epp91, Gs97, Lin99, Pen99, Sty95, Sw97, Yan92]. **convex-cone-valued** [LW91]. **convexity** [Ano97o, BT92a, CGEP96, GR92b, KW99, Pon98a, Sch94e]. **CONVODE** [Mot93]. **Convolution** [VV94, Ber92a, FB96, Kan98, Mal90, Rat94, Rös95b]. **convolutions** [Str94]. **cooling** [CSS93]. **cooperation** [FSW94]. **coordinates** [HB92b, IG90, MJ98]. **Copson** [BEL93b]. **core** [MM99c]. **corners** [ES96, GL90b]. **Cormu** [ATBB99]. **Copput** [Pag92]. **corrected** [LW91]. **correction** [Dic91, DLR92, HD93, Paq94, SP96, VVVD99a, VD91]. **corrections** [BDV94, Bur93, SS91a, YY96]. **corrector** [Bur93, Kha94, Sim95, TSM96, TS97, UH98, vdHSdS96]. **correlation** [SK90]. **Correspondence** [Ano99i]. **corresponding** [BCCM91, CS97a, Mor92]. **Corrigendum** [Alz98, KO01, Kre11, KR99]. **coset** [Voi95]. **cosmic** [Cot99]. **Cosnard** [Roa90b]. **Cost** [Ano94k, Ano94m, Zha96a]. **cost-effective** [Zha96a]. **Cotes** [BDV94, Ehr96a, VD90].
counting [Kam91]. Coupled
[KT93, BJ99, Han91b, Jo’90, Jød91a,
Jød91b, JN91, JNC99, MLD96, ND95,
Ned97a, Ned97b, Xia96]. coupling
[CZS96, MVMP96]. Coupon
[BP96a, PKB98]. Courant [Lev91]. cover
[Bul90b]. Cowell [Fra95c, FP97b]. CP
[IDV98]. cracks [Alv99]. CRAY
[GP93]. cracks

D
[An91r, An93u, Eme94b, Eme94c, CM96d,
DPS98, DV99, DM97a, Dor99a, HKW99,
Kle99, Lay93, Sak99, VDM96, WF97].
D-3500 [An91r]. D-5300 [An93u].
D-problems [Dor99a]. D-transport
[WF97]. d2lri [HR99]. DAE

[DK90, JC95, RH99]. DAEs
[CM97, DP97, GR97]. DAEs. [HGC99].
damped [KG96b]. Damping [Ext95].
Darboux [Bre90b]. Dario [Bul94c].
Darrell [Em94d], data [ANS96, ADT95,
Bab96, CL93, CM96b, DLR92, FI96, Fra99,
HMS96, LST96, LR96b, PsST96, RS94].
data-dependent [DLR92]. David
[Em94e, Lev90a]. Dawson [Let98]. death
[BV95, Val93, Val96]. decaying
[SEM97b, BEM98]. decision [Zel95].
decision-making [Zel95]. Decomposing
[VBK91]. Decomposition
[Che98a, ATV98, BF93, Bog97, Bog98, CZ95,
Dos95, FSS99, FR99, GC97, Hei95b, KP90,
Kin90, KV95, LDV91, Lit95, PS94, RV97,
Rod99, Sch94f, TK98, Van90a, vdBW96].
decomposition-aggregation [Lit95].
decompositions [Yan95]. decoupled
[Sty96]. decoupling [Die93, Sin92].
Deducing [Gro91b]. defect [Dic91, HD93].
defect-correction [Dic91]. Deferred
[VVVD99a]. deficient [SSY98]. defined
[DLR92, Dz999, Li96, SS99b, S9a9].
definite [Gm93, Nk96, Sha94b, Wen99].
definition [Die96]. Definition [BGM90].
deflation [EBP96]. Deflection [AK91].
Deformable [Yan99]. deformation
[JSWW95, Ned97b]. degenerate
[Del95]. degenerate-kernel [De95].
degree
[BHS+98, Bar99b, FV91, MS98b, Sto97].
Dekker [An93k, Bul91]. delay
[BMS98, BS98a, BD90, Br94, BY96b,
Cah90, CS97b, CS97c, Dib98, FW99, GS92b,
HF95, HJ95b, HHL97, HC99, HLFC99,
Li96, Lu91, LR96c, Mas99, Th090, WB94].
delay-differential [HHL97, WB94]. delays
[CL98, HC99, MT98]. delta [BT99].
deltas [RM95a]. démonstration [Han96]. dense
[LR92b, Mag95b]. Density
[DW94, BGVHN99, Tag98]. Department
[An91i, An909m, An90k]. dependence
[Bia95]. dependent
[AR92a, Baniem91, BB95, De 90b, DLR92,
KB91, Köhl93, Plu95, Rin94, WB94, XM98]. depending [BMS98, BS98a]. Derivation [CH96a, CH98, Chr98, HM97, BM96c, Sla93, YA95]. derivative [Aco97b, Doh98, ES90, EH98, GH97b, IKK91, Köhl94b, Pon98b, TB99].

Derivatives [MA98, Ury94, AW95a, CP93, El95, Gil96, Hai92, KO99, KO01, LM99, MN91, Mas92c, MJ96, TA95, ZZ96, Zha92].

derived [DD95, Rös95b].

Derivation [CH96a, CH98, Chr98, HM97, BM96c, Sla93, YA95].

derivative [Aco97b, Doh98, ES90, EH98, GH97b, IKK91, Köhl94b, Pon98b, TB99].

Derivatives [MA98, Ury94, AW95a, CP93, El95, Gil96, Hai92, KO99, KO01, LM99, MN91, Mas92c, MJ96, TA95, ZZ96, Zha92].

derived [DD95, Rös95b].

Descent [BCG98, RF99a].

description [BCG98, RF99a].

design [Ano93b, BR92b, But93, KK91, YR99, Ano93-30]. designs [DNN92].

detailed [RF99a, MET94].

detailing [PdST96].

design [Ano93b, BR92b, But93, KK91, YR99, Ano93-30]. designs [DNN92].

detailed [RF99a, MET94].

diagnosis [DNN92].

diagnosis [PdST96].

detectors [Bab96].

determinant [Wit96a]. Determinants [BGM93a, Van93a].

determination [Gem96, Pop96].

Development [Ano93z, SK90]. device [FLM92, Hem99a, LM92]. Deville [Eme94c].

df [Ver94b]. Dfl [Ver94b]. Dfl.220.00 [Bu90b].

Dfl.220.00/US [Bu90b]. diagonal [Axe91, Fro91, GP93, Lio96, Lu95, Sta97, VVD92, ZYCL97]. Diagonalization [IRZ96].

diagonally [Cha98b]. diagram [RF99b, RF99a]. diagrams [SF999].

diamond [Kan98].

dichotomic [Die93].

Dichotomy [VVB93, Osb97]. dictionary [SC95a].

Difference [DNS98, MS98b, PP97, ÁN98, Ano97-31, Ano98p, BS95, BDS96, Bav97, Bav98a, BT91, Bu90b, CDF95, DP93b, DM97b, El99, FM98a, FKR98, FRK99, GRZA98a, Hus94, JY96, Jó91a, JA92, KO99, KO01, KPP97, KL90, KBÖ99, Lay93, LRV96, Lew97b, Li97, LT93, Lin99, Med95, Med96, Med98b, MJ96, MJ96c, MJ96d, Moh97, Moh98, Pa99, QS99, RGZA98, SV92a, SH96, SA97, SF90, SW97, Sim98, SV92b, St92y, St96, Sim96, SZ98, Tre92a, VVD92, Vol90, Wit96b, WL92, XC96, ZL96q, ZCG99, dm999, Ano93k].

differences [Bav95a, De 91b, Deh99].

differencing [AM95]. Different [Ano97-38, Yan95]. differentiability [EHS98].

Differentiable [ito94, Doh98, PZ98]. Differential

[Ano91z, Ano97-46, Ano97-52, Bav98a, BK99a, IS90, JKLL95, JKLY97, KL97, AG98, ADH98b, AP94, AL97a, AR92a, Alw96, AM97, And92, Ano91-33, Ano97-31, ABM97, AZD91, AÁNMP98, AP92b, BS95, BDS96, BKM96, BPP97, BMS98, BS98a, Bav97, Bav98b, BJZ93, Ber93a, BJ99, BT96, But92a, CCJ97, Cas96, CS98, CS97c, CS99, CKP94, CPK96, DZY94, DL99, Di98, Die93, DK94, Dz999, Elb92, El98, EK94, EM94b, ELW95, Fit91, FW99, GG97a, GPS92, Gel95, GRZA98a, GPCGV91, GMS94, GS92b, HW99, Han91b, Han92, HF95, HJ95b, HHL97, HC99, HLF99, IS92, JL92, Jód90, Jo90, Jód91a, Jód92, JA92, JN92, JNC99, KNST91, Kha94, KKL97, KKL98, KT92, Koe93, Ku92, KM94b, KY97, Lem94, Lim94, Liu96, LN96, Lop90, Lu91, LR96c, Mag95a, Mas99, MLD96, Man98].

Differential [McC93, Mie99, MJ96, Mou93, MS92, MV92, Osb97, Ozi92, PP97, RA97, Ren97a, RS99, RZ99, RY97, RBDM90, Ron90, RZG95a, Rov92, Rov96, SD98, SL98a, Som93, Tho90, Tra96, Tri93, Val95, van93c, Waz91, WB94, WR93, YM98, ZRG93, ZD94].

Differential-Algebraic [Ano97-46, AP92b, KM94b, Lop90, Ren97a, RS99, SD98].

differential-difference [BS95, BDS96, JA92].

differential-functional [BKM96, PP97].

differential-integral [Dzi99].

differentiation

[Bec94, BF94a, Fis91, Ste90b, SS99b].

Diffraction [EEAES99, AHEM97, DS98, Dor99b].

Diffusion [Lac98, MP97, MPS96, AP96, AM95, ATV98, BB98a, Bo98, Bre90a, CNP99, Cha95, Cho92, Deh99, Dub96, FP99, GS97, HMV98, JMT94, Kha94, LD98, LV99,
dilogarithms [SL97]. dimension [Bou90, Bre90a, Car93, GV96].

dimension-reducing [GV96]. dimensional [Abr91, AR92a, B¨an91, BH91, CH94b, De 99, Deh99, EIM91, GM99, Goo91, GS99, Gr¨u92, GB90b, Hem90a, HR99, Hug94, Ira94, IG90, Jia91, KvdB92, KKS96b, KZ92, Kuc99, KB90b, LDV91, LM90, Med98a, Moh98, Nak91, NRSS99, Oo98, Ozi91a, Pag92, PP92, RIG98, SJAM98, Sim92, TLL91, WS97, Wit95, Wit96a, Wit96c, XZ98, XK92, XM98, YO98, ZL90]. dimensions [BF93, HS94b, Kos94, Sac96].
diminishing [CMR95]. DIMSIMs [JM99].
diode [Hem90a]. dipolar [Mar97, vdFvGdRdV95]. dipole [YO98].

distancing [VJ96]. Discretisation [CRV97].

direct [RM95a, TB99, TD90]. Direct [Spu99, BS95, BM97, BCP99, Bre90b, CP96, Chat99, Chr98, CDR96b, Ehr95a, Epp92, KP90, M¨on96a, Oo96, SF92a, hC93, Mes96a].
direction [JW91, LGT90, Sab96]. directions [MAR93a, YZY96]. Dirichlet [AB96, BG98, BELN92, CL91, DV99, HSW91, Ish91, Kh92, LN95, NV94].

discontinuous [A.94, CL99, LP98, ZM97].
discovering [VJ96]. discrepancy [EHN91, EH92b, EH94, Fan90, KT97b, Str95].
Discrete [AGRZ97, AGRZ98, Cel98, CRV97, Esp99, G¨or99, Sab93, SFGF+99, SWW96, VB94, ANGM95, ANYD98, ANO98, AAP98, AVW99, Bar90, BP96b, BEM97a, Bul96c, ES96, Flo96, FKR98, FG93, GMS95, GRZA98b, GS97, Guo95b, HKL96, JDV95, KR98, KR99, Lew96a, Lew98, Mag95b, Me93, Rat94, RGZA98, Say97, Sta90, Weg93a, YH95, YA95]. Discrete-time [CRV97].

Discriminating [AD92a]. Disequilibrium [NZ90].
dis focal [Elo98]. disk [BZ93, BG95, Flo96, KN99, LL98b, Tri93]. disks [HG99a]. dispersion [PM92].
dispersive [DPTW95]. displacement [KKZ95, Yan90].
dissipation [BDKM96].
dissipative [Cha98b, HS92c, Ts98].
dissolution [MP97, MPS96, VV98].
dissolution/precipitation [MP97].
distance [DP93a]. Distances [Mah92, DEHG92].
distortion [EM99a].
Distributed [Ano93s, WF97, BGN94, CMB96, CFBT99, Dlm90, Hac97, LSTZ94, MT98, Roo90b, SL99].
Distribution [EH97a, DT98, EH95, GH99b, Kan97, KKN97, MG91, RZG93].
disturbances [Zin99]. divergence [BG95, MPS93, YH95, YA95].
divergent [Wen90]. diverse [And96].
divide [FLE97, FB90].
divide-and-conquer [FLE97]. Division [PP96b]. divisor [KK96]. DM [Bul94a, Bul94b, Bul96a, Bul96b, Die94a, Kra96, Lev90a, Lev91, Pie96, VR91, Ver96].
doctoral [Ano90k, Ano91r, Ano91s, Ano94w, Ano94x, Ano96z, Ano97-37]. does [Oku93].

Doets [Ano94]. Domain [KV95, LDV91, ATV98, Ano93-29, Bea99, Bog97, Bog98, DV99, Dos95, FPS99, GN96, GC97, HS92c, He95b, HSW91, KP90, PS94, RY97, Rod99, Sch94f, TK98, Tok96b].
Cap90, Cas96, CY91, CY94, Che97b, CS98, CS97c, CLL98, Cho92, CS99, CS96b, Chr98, CKP94, CRV90, CFR96, CL98, CPG98, DR90, DBVF96, DYZ+94, Del95, Dib98, Die91, DR94, DR95, Die93, DM97a, DPTW95, DP93b, DM97b, DK92, DK94. 

equations
[Du96, ES97, EK96, Elo98, Epp91, EK94, EM94b, FAD99, FMA98, Fie90, Fit91, FL92, FB96, FW99, FHR98, Fra99, FS95, FT98, GG97a, GPS92, Gel95, GRZA98a, GKP94, GM90b, G997, GL94, Guo95b, HW99, Han91b, HZ94, Han94a, HK98, HLFC99, Hug94, Jod90, Jo90, Jod92, JA92, JN92, Jod94, JN95, Jo'90, Jo90, Jod94, JN91, Jod92, JA92, JN92, JOH98, JW97, LA90, LC98, Lem94, Lim94, Lim95, Lim96, LIN96, LC97, Lu91, LR96c, Mag95a, Mar91a, MQ95, Mas99, MLD96, Mau98, Mc993, Med95, Med96, Med97, Med97, Mes96a, Mes96b].
equations
[MX97, Mic99, MB92, MJ96, MJG96a, MJG96b, MJG98, Moh98, Mon93, Mon98, Mon93, MS92, MV92, NY98, NS91, Ois95, Ois97, Ois92, Pao98, PH99, Pop96, RA97, RS95, RZ99, RS96, RZ97, RD96, Rob98, Ron90, RZ95a, Ru94, Sak90, SS94a, Say97, Sch90, SD98, SY90, SA97, Shu96, SIC92, Som93, SV92b, SDP97, St95, Sy96, Swa96, Swa97, Tho90, TK98, Tra96, TLL91, Tsa96, VV94, Ven92, Ven93, WS97, WB94, WL92, Xia96, X9C96, XM98, Xn99, YC90, YN95, YMW98, Z9D4, ZLO96, Z921, ZW97, ZL90, Bre90a, Ano98p].
equations
[AC90, AM95, BGF97, Die98, Die02, Dun97, Lub93, SL96, Swa96, Swa97, ZLQ96, AW95a, AP96, AL97a, AE90, AB96, Bal93, Bel90a, Ber99, BM96c, BEL92, CCR99, CH94a, DVVV90, Die95, Die97, Ehr96a, Eir93, Guo95a, Han91b, Han94a, HLFC99, Hug94, Jod90, Jo90, Jod92, JNC99, Joh98, JL99, Koh93, Koh94, Lim96, MR95b, Mar91b, Mat90, Mat97, McC93, Moh95, Mon98, NY98, NR90, OF96, PS93a, Rat94, RW98, Seg95, SW95a, Th99, TB97, Ver94a, Wan97, dS97a, dS97c, SL99].

errors
[BJ93, CH98, GM93, GP98, PT96]. especially [SR91], estimate [AB96, BEL92, VD94, Wan97]. Estimates [För5, AL97b, BP96a, BM96c, Die95, EH90, FG91, Han94a, Isa92, Koh94, Koh94, Lub93, Mar91b, Osi92, Ols99, Seg95, SL96, Swa96, Swa97, TB97, Wan94, dS97a].

Evaluating
[LS95, Luc95]. Evaluation [Lew91, Pas92, Ada95, CGR95, DL96, DPS98, Die99, DM97a, EW99, Goo91, Hür97a, Lies95, Mon94a, NP92, Paq94, San96, Wen97, IX97].
evaluations
[Faz90]. event [JD95].
events
[BBH90]. evolution [LP94, MTW96]. evolutionary [DK92, MS92]. Exact [JN91, Val96, Han91b, Hug94, Jo90, KB99, PM92, ZL90].
evaluations
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Fourier-type [OM99]. Fourth [ZRG93].

Fourt-order [ZRG93]. Fourth
[Ano97-47, FKR98, FR99, LRV96, MJG98, RBDM90, RZG95a, RZGA98, BS94, Cha98a, CAZ98, IP99, Jon93, Lew97b, Mao93, Not97, PT95, SR92, TM92, Us92, VVD94, VVVD99b, VVD92]. fourt- [BS94].

Fourth-order
[Ano97-47, FKR98, LRV96, MJG98, RBDM90, RZG95a, RZGA98, CAZ98, IP99, Jon93, Lew97b, SR92, TM92, Us92, VVD94, VVVD99b, VVD92].

Fowler [Lim96].

fractal [DE90]. Fractals
[Ano91t]. fraction [AP92a, BCH99, Lor95, MM90].

Fractional
[Mac99, ZZ96, AVW99, Bal93, Ell95, Sin94]. fractions
[BCCM91, BF94b, CG95, CJT90, Gil96, Gil99a, Gil99b, GM95, Hov90, Kal95a, Kuc99, Lan99a, Lev90b, Lev94, LB99, Li96, Lor92, Lor93, Mat90, MCM99, Rob99, Sha97a, SG94, Thr90, Thr99, VV95, Waa91, Zen95].

Fracture [Ioa90]. fragmentation [Kle99].

Francis [Eme94d]. Fréchet [EH98].

Fréchet-derivative [EH98]. Fredholm
[Abd96a, GL94, Guo95a, LN96, Tsa96].

free [eMB91, AKM97, BV99, BCV98, BKF+96, BS98b, CFTB99, Dos95, EH97b, Ezz94, Han94b, HAMEM96, HBL96, LST94, Ozi91b, TBF99]. free-boundary [Ozi91b].

free-convective [eMB91]. free-surface
[Han94b, HAMEM96]. French
[Bre90a, Han96]. frequency [JTWN93, Pet99a].

Freud [ABM97, Dam98, FHR98, JK98b, LM95, Mat95].

frictionless [BR92b]. Friedr [Eme94c].

frontier [VBK91].

Froude [Eme94c, eMI9a, eMI9a].

Frucik [Esp99, GHM92].

Full [LM95, Lio96].

Fully [Deh99, GKH96a, Say97, CK92].

Function
[Ano97-47, Bul91, AS97, Aco97b, Ada95, AE90, Alz97, Alz98, AR99, Ato94, BHS98, BMS98, BS98a, Boe91, Bus99, CV96, CQRZ97, CES91, Det95, Doh98, Dri95, DT98, Ext97a, Ext97b, Ext99, FGKP95, FM96, GR95, GL98, GSSV92, GM90b, Hau92, Hvd94, Hen90b, Jia94, JC98, Kii95a, KS96a, Kii96b, KB97, LW96b, LW91, Lew91, Mov95, MW90a, Mil06, MA98, Mil98, NPB92, NM92, Pal98, PW92, Pre90, Sch94b, Smi96, Tem92, VV94, Van93c, WGR99].

function-valued [GM99b].

function-values [FM92]. functional
[BKM96, EK94, JS92, KT92, LSZ96, PP97, PS95b, SC95b]. functional-analytic [JS92].

functionals [CC99, Die96, DE99, Ehr98, MR95a, MP99a]. Functions
[Ano91y, Ano93w, Ano97-53, AS97, Ada95, Ada98, ACM98, All96, ADT95, Arg92a, AAV98, BZ93, BS93a, Bar99a, Ber95, BP97a, BI96, BGVHN93, BHGV94, BGVHN95a, BGV90, BDMGV907a, BDMGV90b, BGVHN99, Bus99, BL93, CG95, CGV97, CZ94, CZ95, CIM94, CADMB94, Drn90, Dzj99, Ehr95b, ESS99, EM94b, Ext96, FI96, FKV97, GR92a, GL90a, GP99, GR92b, GV900b, GMS94, GHH99, GIM96, GH99b, Has97, HR9L98, Hov90, IS90, IKK91, IS92, IFK91, III98, JB96, JL97, KKZN97, Kmn91, KB91, KW90, Kar91, Kii95b, Kii96a, Kii96c, Kza95, Laf91, LM93a, Lai96, Le 95, Lev96, Lev97, LS99, Li96, Li99a, LR92a, Lop98, LU96, Lz96, LS95, Luc95, MM99a, Mac94, Mat95, Mel98, MM99b, Mi97c, MM98, Moe95, Moh90, MP93, MS99b, MCM99].

Fundamental
[MM90a, Mul93, Mul95, NV94, NS94, NW97, Not90, Odl92, OM91, Osa98, Pan93b, Pan93c, Pan94, Pan95a, Pan95b, Pan96a, Pan96b, Peh95, PH92, Pfe91, PB92, P98a, P98b, Pro94, Rah96, Rec90, Ren99, Roo90a, Sac96, SL99, SW96, Sch96b, Sid97, Sif98, Sin95, Sk92, Sta93, SL92, SF94, Tag98, Thr90, Tok96b, Ury94, Van91a, Van93a, Van94, Ven99, WMC97, YA95, ZZ96, Zef90, Zha92, Zha96b, ZM97, Bul96a].

Further [Bul94c, Chr98, Kit99].
Fuzzy \cite{GR92a, Hoc97, Sid99, Tim93, ZL99}.

G \cite{Bul90a, Bul90b, Bul94b, HJ95a}.

Galerkin \cite{LLY99, Bar97, BKF+96, Li97, MXZ97, Say97, Shu96, Ven92}. Galloping \cite{CHM94}, gamma \cite{Alz97, Alz98, CZ94, CZ95, CTV96, FV96, GLP98, Lop98, MM98, Pa98, PW92}.

Gaps \cite{EHT90, PP97, QS99}. Generating \cite{Van93, ST91}. Generation \cite{ADH98a, Abr91, ATBB99, CW99, DVVV97, Fos91, HT99, Str95}.

Gaussian \cite{Die95, Fos97, Fos98, GK96a, GM97, Hag99, Kza95, Lab98, Let95b, LW95, LMSS96, Not90, Pet99b, Rad91, Sch96b, Ver97, Zei92}.

Gaussian \cite{Die95, Fos97, Fos98, GK96a, GM97, Hag99, Kza95, Lab98, Let95b, LW95, LMSS96, Not90, Pet99b, Rad91, Sch96b, Ver97, Zei92}.

Geometric \cite{Ano93-30, MW97, Ver94b, Ber98, GP97}.

Geometry \cite{Ano97o, Ver94b, GH99a, Ver94b, Ver96}.

Geige \cite{VR91}.

Germany \cite{Eme94c, Kra96}.

Gibbs \cite{GSSV92, ZM97}.

Given \cite{FV91, MM99b, Paq94, Pet99b, Ury94}.

Glasses \cite{Ano91t}.

Global \cite{Ano97-33, LLY99, Mar91b, PP93, Roo90a, Yam96, AL97a, BY96a, Moh90, NR90, Rum95, SFW99, Tre92b, Wol94, Zha92}.

GMRES \cite{CF93, EBP96, SG96, Vui95, vG95, vdVV93}.

GMRES-like \cite{Vui95}.

Gohberg \cite{Bul96a, Bul96b}.

Good \cite{Joe96, Lan99b}.

Gordan \cite{ANYD98}.

Gordan-type \cite{ANYD98}.

Gordon \cite{EIM91, KL90}.

Grade \cite{Ari95, SB99}.

Gradient \cite{ACGW91, CLW95, FSV96, Fuk90, Heu92, KvdB92, LLP97, NKS98, PP96a, Sa92b, SS90, YI96}.

Gradient-type \cite{Heu92}.

Graduated \cite{BMP96}.

Gradshetyn \cite{BM99}.

Graf \cite{Koe96}.

Graham \cite{VR91}.

Gram \cite{Stu95}.

Graphical \cite{FZ96, Sas97}.

Graphics \cite{Pie96, Sch97}.

Graz \cite{Ano91s}.

Greatest \cite{MKK96}.

Green \cite{SV92b}.

Gregory \cite{BWS99, BDV94, CH97, SS91a}.

Gregory-type \cite{BDV94}.
Ano91a, Ano91b, Ano91d, Ano91e, Ano92a, Ano92c, Ano93d, Ano93e, Ano93g, Ano93h, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano94g, Ano94h, Ano94i, Ano94z, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano95i, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano96h, Ano96i, Ano96k, Ano96-28, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97h, Ano97i, Ano97j, Ano97k, Ano97l, Ano97m, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano98-34].

index
[Ano98-35, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99e, AP92b, BK90, CNS97, Ked93, LMM94, Lop90, Ren97a, RS99, YM99].

index-
[Ren97a].

index-reduction
[LMM94].

indicators
[Mon98, PP96b].

indices
[FZ96].

indirect
[hC93].

induced
[PCC95, Ste90a, dMM99].

Inductance
[Kar91].

induction
[SK90].

inefficiencies
[Ste90a].

Inequalities
[For93, JB96, AP98a, BC91, EM98a, Erd93, ESS99, Fuk90, GLP98, I990, J995, M995, N990, NNR93, PP97, Pal98, Pan95c, Ury94, Ano93k].

inequality
[Alz97, Alz98, BEL93b, Gru92, IS92, JMT94, Tse95].

Inexact
[FFM95, KM99, MQ95, P998, Arg97, LYFW95].

Inexact-Newton
[KM99].

inference
[Z905].

infima
[BC98b].

infinite
[Ad94, Bou90, CGV97, Cha99, GK96a, JKY97, Kla94, Kol95b, Kol96a, KS96b, LW96b, LYFW95, Liu96, LS95, Luc95, OM91, Rec94, Sid97, Sid99, Tre99].

infinitely
[Dohl98, FT96, Gro91b, MR96].

inflation
[May95].

Influence
[Han94b].

information
[Art94, Dup94, KM94a, KM95, MM99b, MPSM93].

inhomogeneous
[CM92, Ked93, Mac94].

Initial
[Kju95, AM97, AFK93, CFMR96, CS93a, DF91, Fra95a, FG97, Fra99, Gro91b, KT97a, Lah96, MDcvR99, SK96, SF92b, SS92, Sim92, Sim94, SDS94, Spi96, Voe95, VM99, hC94a, hC94b, vDSvD95].

initial-value
[AFK93, CS93a, Fra95a, FG97, Gro91b, KT97a, SF92b, SS92, Sim92, Sim94, SDS94, Spi96, hC94a, hC94b].

initial/boundary
[AM97].

injectively
[FG99].

injectivity
[AZ97].

inner
[Bav95a, BP96b, De93, FKM97, Lov95, W199].

input
[KM94a].

insights
[Vui95].

inspired
[Lor95].

Instability
[MS98a, AR97, MEES95].

Institut
[Ano91a, Ano91b, Ano93u].

Institution
[Ano91a, Ano91b, Ano93u, Ano94w, Ano94x, Ano96z, Ano97-37].

integer
[HvdV94, TPA95].

integrability
[AAV98, Tre92b].

Integrable
[Shi99, NS98].

Integral
[DM97a, FAD99, GMS94, Mat97, Abd90, Abd96a, AE91, AD99, Alp95, Ano97-40, BGM90, BGM93a, BGM93b, Bar97, Ber92a, Ber92b, BR92a, BM99, BW96, BCR91, Bru94, BY96a, BY96b, C94a, C94b, vdHSvdV95].

Integrals
[CK99, Ada95, AE90, AGW91, BK99b, Cri97, DS90, DS91, DL96, DP98, Die94b, Die95, Die97, Die98, Die02, E955, EW99, FAD99, GK96a, GM99, HB92a, Ioa90, KL98, Koli94b, Kol95b, KS96b, K96, Lew91, LSSZ90, LSZ96, Lop99, LS95, Luc95, Maa94, MO96b, Mav95, ME94, Mon94a, OM99, OR97, OR99, ORs97, ORs97, PP92, Run96, Sch98, Sid97, Sid99, SS97b, SL91, SF94, TD90, Tem95, Ury94].

integrant
[Ver97].

integrated
[ELM94, SZ97, Sin94].

Integrating
[SE99, Die93, Lev97, Li99b].

Integration
[Ano97-53, DP97, NS94, hC94a, hC94b, vDSvD95].
isometric [BGF97, Gra93]. Isoparametric [ZV95]. Isospectral
[DS99, DLP98, LMP97]. Isotherm [Woo91].
Isotropic [JSWW95]. Iterated
[BY96a, Cha98b, GiZ94, KN97, Som93].
Iterates [GG97a, Gra93]. Iteration [AH95,
Axe91, AL98, Bat96, CR96, CP93, Dub98,
Dub97, Fea91, Hyv97, KZZ97, Osa98,
PH99, VS90, Zhe93, hC94b, vdHSv95].
Iterations
[BH98, BEC99, Fre92, JS91, YN95].
Iterative [Bog97, CLR97, EIM91, GK97,
LC99b, Lit92, RK90, Weg93a, Arg98, BE98,
BKM96, BBD98, Bec94, Bn96, BC94,
CR98, Chr92, CNS97, DDG98, Fee90, Fro91,
Gem96, GPMR96, GC97, GH97b, HS92a,
LB99, Jb99, Jm96b, KNO96, KNO97,
Mee96, MdSv97, Miy92, Non93, PH92,
ST91, Sch90, Sch94c, Sch99, Son99, Sta93,
SB98, Tse95, WS97, Weg90a, Weg90b,
Wei96, YK96, Zha92, Mes96b]. IV
[An97-35, GR92a]. IVP [Ran92]. IVPs
[PRT97, VV95].
ix [Bul91].

J [Al98, An97-31, An98p, An98q,
Bul90b, Bul94b, Die02, KO01, Kre11, KR99,
VR91, Ver94b]. J. [DP94b].
Jacobi
[AA98, DR94, DR91, HS94a, Hen90a,
Hen90b, Kii95, Kza95, Let95a, Lew92,
Lew94, MP99b, MBB99, Pan97, R95b,
WM97]. Jan [Van91b]. January [Em94e].
Jarratt
[AC94, EH97b]. Jarratt-type
[Em94d, Lev91]. Joint [BK95a]. Jones
[Pie96]. Jordan [Fay97, SS94c]. Jr
[Em94e]. Juan [Em94d]. July [An91-28].
Jump [LL99a]. Justification [HZ95].

K-queues [HZ95a]. Kac [CL97, Kor96].
Kadomtsev [FM98a]. Kakutani [Pag92].
Kampé [Ext97a]. Kantorovich
[CM95, Lar94, Zhe93]. Kantorovitch
Kehe [Bul91]. Kelvin [AHEM97, ME95]. Kent
[An94, Eme94f, Van91]. Kergin
[L98b]. Kernel
[Ab96a, Alp98, Del95, Epp91, Fre92,
Kan98, PS93a, RN97, R90, VV94].
Kernel-based [Epp91]. Kernels
[CS96a, Alp95, ARS96, BG99b, DDR93].
Kerner [Bat98, DF91, Yam96, Yam97].
Kershaw [GL98]. Key [HB92a]. Kind
[Ab90, Ab96a, AE91, BCR91, BY96a,
Cap90, CS96b, Dict95, ES97, G96c, Kol94a,
MO96a, MX97, Not97, Peh95, RZ99,
Shu96, Tsa96, Van91a, WMC97]. Kinds
[Mas93, ME93]. Kinetic [Bab99, Bab98].
[An98p]. Knapsack [DR95, RW97].
Knowing [J92]. Known [FG92].
Koekeeks [EL93]. Koelbel [Em94e].
Koenig [Sid90]. Kolmogorov [Nec94].
Kontorovich [Ehr95a]. Kopernikusgasse
[An91s]. Korteweg
[BD96, DPT95, FM98a]. Krall
[GH99, Zhe99]. Krawtchaouk
[CSE95, IS98]. Kron [Liu98]. Kronecker
[FFH97]. Kronrod [Ehr96b, Not90].
Krylov [SI96, ds96a]. Kumar [Fra95b].
Kuramoto [SZ98]. Kuramoto-Tsuzuki
[SZ98]. Kutta
[CB95, DV97, OS94, PT96, SDFS94, Ts98,
VV97, hC93, vHM97, BJ93, Bn94,
BCC93, BJ93, CM90, CFM96, CMM99,
Cal98b, CS97c, CV93, CR90, CR90HV93,
CR97, DV97, GPM96, HH90, HGC99,
JB99, LMP97, MdSv97, Ow95, PRT97,
SS92, Som93, ST91, T90, T96,
VV99, VS90, V96, Ver93, VM99,
DS97, hC94b, vHSv95]. Kutta-type
[JB99].

L [Bul90, Bul90b, Bul94a, Bul96a, Eme94e,
VR91]. Labelled [FV91]. Lacunary
[KS97, Ven96]. Ladyzhenskaya [IGH95].
Lag [Liu96, Sim92, XZ98]. Lagged
[EH97a]. Lagrange
[Cri94, Gau92, LM93b, MN91,
Mas92c, MO96a, Muhl96]. Lagrangean
Ano93y, Ano94y, Ano95s, Ano95t, Ano95u, Ano95v, Ano95w, Ano95x, Ano96-27. little [Sza93]. Lixing [Eme94f]. loaded [AK91, BLG91, CHM94]. loads [GJ95].

Lobatto [GL90a, GL91, Min98, PRT97, Sch96b]. Lobatto-type [Min98]. Local [Ano97-33, OF96, PS93a, Riv91, BJ93, CMR94, DL96, DV99, Deh99, GR92a, Kla94, Koh95, KKZ95, Kos94, SW95a, VIA96, Yan95].


London [Ano94k, Ano94m, Ano98q, Eme94a, Eme94d, Eme94e]. Em94c. London [Ano94l, Eme94d, Eme94f].


M [Eme94b, Eme94c, GR95, Kri92, Lev90a, Roo90b, Van91b, Ver94b, Yun98, HJ95a, Kri92]. M-estimators [GR95]. M-matrix [Yun98]. M.I.T [Ano94k, Ano94m, Eme94a, Eme94e].

M/G/1/K [HJ95a]. M/G/1/K-queues [HJ95a]. M/M/1 [Kri92]. Macdonald [RV98]. machine [GB90a, Kra96]. machining [But93, Chr90, Ozi91a]. Maclaurin [Sya98, Sya99]. macro [CM96c].


Mathematical

Math [Ano91q, Ano93-30, Ano96l, Ano98q, CZ90, Die94a, MPS96, NS95, Car96, Ell94, LM90]. Mathematics [Ano90m, Ano91-27, Ano91-34, Ano91-35, Ano93-27, Ano97-30, Bu90a, Bu91, VR91, Ano90o, Ano90n, Ano91-28, Ano91-29, An92j, Ano92k, Ano92i, Ano94-27, Ano94-28, Ano95z, Ano95-27, Ano96-30, Ano96-31, Ano96-32, Ano97-32, Ano97-43, Ano97-44, Ano97-45, Ano98-32, Ano98-33, Ano99z, BB95, Lev90a, Mee96, Ano93a, Ano97a, Ano94m].

Mathematik [Ano91r, Ano91s, Ano93u]. Mathieu [SX99]. Matrices
[BM97, Ste97, And90, AL97b, AL98, Cal97, CR97, CT99, CS97d, DM94, DS99, Fas95, FP97a, Gra93, HN90, HS92a, Hai90, KNO96, KNO97, LR94, Lio96, MP95, MS99a, Mel98, Mic92, Njå98, Sha95, Sha94b, Sha93, Tre99, Wri93, ma92]. Matrix

[BF93, De 90b, Lu95, Mig95, Axe91, BFG96, BL97, Ben96, BMX97, Bul94c, CGR95, CG97, Cha97a, DJ98, Del95, DDG98, Fre92, FKM97, FM98b, GMR94, HvdV94, Hoc97, Jód92, JN92, JC98, KM94a, KM95, Lau91, Le 93, MB93, MKK96, Miüh96, Mus99, Nie90, Par91, PGGC98, Ros95a, Sin95, SV96, SL96, VV96, Yun98, ZT99, Bul96a].

matrix-based [MKK96].

Matrix-dependent [De 90b].

matrix-valued [Chu97a, FKM97, ZT99].

maxima [BPP97].

maximal [CG97, EH92a, Lan99b]. Maximum [FN98].

Maxwell [Mon93, Mon98, RS95, SIC92].

maxwellequation [Eme94c]. me [Ask93]. ME20

[Ano94l, Eme94f]. Mean [HK94, JK98b, LM93b, MN91, Alz97, Alz98, Gau92, HJ95a, SV92c]. meaningfulness [FR95a]. means [FR95a, Ito94]. measure [DP93a, Mas92a, Mas92b, SC95b, Tsaf96].

measure-theoretic [Mas92a, Mas92b]. measured [BM95b]. measurements [Els99]. measures [BV95, Ber98, CM95, DP95, HK94, Kui95a, MMFB97, Pan93b, Pet99a, VS93, dCVL98]. measuring [Drm90]. mechanical [Wer95]. Mechanics [Ano97-39, Ano97-41, Ioa90, MOT91, Ros95a, SR91, Eme94c]. mechanisms [Ext95]. media [CC99, HB90, Hb92b, KKS96a, Oz91b, WRW92, Yan90]. medial [RF99b, RF99a]. medium [CM92, CKM97, Ked93, MP97, MET93, MPS96]. Meijer [SF94]. Meixner [Bav98c, CSE95, C197, LRV96, Let99, Lew97b]. Mellin [GS91a, Mi97c, OSG+93, Par92]. melting [GB90b]. membrane [BR98]. memory [BT95, CM96d, CF97, KNST91, MTW96].

merit [Lan99b]. meromorphic [Li96, Rec90]. Mesh [SR91, Cha95, Kle99, Kos94, Lin99, Sab96, Sty92, Ver94a]. mesh-refinement [Ver94a]. meshes [CLM95, De 91b, ES90, EKV+99, KS97, Rivi91]. meshsize [BHS+98]. method [A.94, eMB91, AKM97, AP96, AR92a, Ana94, And96, Anh90, AC949, Axe91, Axe96, AL98, BAG+96, Bah95, BOS97, BS95, Ban99, Bar97, BV99, BCV98, Bec92, BKF+96, Ben96, BMX97, Ber92b, BPL97b, BS98b, Bre90a, Bru96, BC91, CR98, CMR90, Cap90, Cha96, CAZ98, CJW95, Cle97a, Chr90, Chr94, CNS97, Cve99, CPMK96, DE93, DC95, DV99, Die91, Die99, DK92, DK94, Dub98, ES97, ES96, EFL97, Eme94d, Epp91, Ern96, EH98, EHS98, FPS99, FFFH97, FM98a, Fra95a, FB90, FG93, Fun92, GW91, Gan93, Gen96, GV96, GL90b, Gre93, GC97, GL94, Guo95a, Guo95b, GB90b, Gut97, HN90, Han91a, Han91b, He95a, Hem90a, HMT90, How90, Ish91, Ish99, IO91, IP99, Jer91, JW91, Jo90, Jon93, KNST91, KC92, KL99, Kit91, Kju95]. method [KvdB92, KV99, KNO96, KNO97, Lar94, LC98, Lem94, Lev97, Li92, LB98, LW99, LO92, Lit92, Liu96, Lóp99, LMF99, LN99, Lu98, LD99, Lyn92, MF95, MP95, Mak92, MP92, MP95, Ms91a, Men98, Me98, Mon93, Mor92, MV92, Mus99, NKS98, NL94, Non93, NRSS99, Ols99, Osa94, Pag98, PR90, PS93a, PS94, PP96a, Pen99, PK97, PH98, QA97, RE94, RZ999, RVY97, RD96, RW98, Rus94, Saa94, SF91, SK96, SS94a, Sau91, Sca94, Sch90, Sch94, Sha95, Shu96, SS92, SF90, SFW99, SG96, Sim90, SR92, Sim94, SDS94, SW97, Sim98, Sim99, SSH97a, Sim96, SC95a, Son97, Sta93, Ste95, SOM91, SIF95, ST91, Sur91, Swa96, Swa97, Sza95, TLL91, VV97, VV999b, VDM96, VVD92, Ven92, VV98, Vo90, VLA96, WS97, Weg90a]. method [Wei96, Wic90, Woo91, Wu90, XM98, Yam96, Yam97, YO98, Yan92, YZ96, YF96, Zha92, ZZ94, Zhe99, Zis94, hC94a, vN93, BGM96a, BGM96b].
méthode [Bre90a]. methodologies [MKK96]. Methodology [Bre98, TD97].

Methods [Ano93v, Ano93-30, Ano97n, LR95, LJQ95, VR91, AH98,
ACGW91, AGW91, AM96, AB97a, AB97b, AV96, Ano93-29, Ano97-42, ABD+96b,
Arg91, Arg92a, Arg92b, Arg97, AH95, AS96, Bai97, Bai98, BE98, BKM96, Bar99b, BJZ93,
Ber99, BGm99, BT92a, BT91, BP96b, Bre97, BT96, BCRV91, Brn94, BY96b,
Bu90b, Bu93, BJ93, BC94, CLR97, CMR93, CFMR96, CMGP99, CP93, Cas96,
CRZR96, Cha98b, Cy91, Che94, Cy94, Che97b, CS98, Che98b, ICH97b, CS97c,
CL91, CLW95, CW99, CH94a, CS96b, Chr92, CB92, CB95, Co98, CM92, Con99,
CV93, Cou99, CRV90, CRvdHV93, CFR96, CRV97, DEP97, DVV97, Deh99, DL99,
Del95, DOAG91, DR94, DR95, DLP98, Die98, Die02, DTB93, DPTW95, Eme94c,
EH91, EW99, Faz94, Fro91, FZ93, FFM95, FS91, FG91, FM94, FM96, FM97, FP90, FP97b,
FG97, FS96b, Fra99, Fro91, FS95, Fr99, GY95, Gea91, GBP97, GPMR96,
GN96, GH97a, GH97b, HS92a, HW99, H92, HZL94, Hei95b, HGC99, HT99, HJ95b,
HK99, HLFC99, HM97, IY95, IY97, Ir97, IDV97, JZ97, JWW95, JY96, JB99, JS91,
Jbi99, Jek91, JC95, JM96, Jn96, JL97, Kal95b, KNP97, KP90, KNN96, KT97a,
Kor94b, Kos99, KM99, Kr96, KL90, KBO99, Lab97, Lab98, Lad97, LL97,
LDV91, LM97, Lep94, LB99, LB90, Li97, Li99b, Li99c, LC99a, Lim96, LC99b, LLM91,
Liu95, LSMD96, Lop90, LMP97, Lu91, Mal90, MOT91, Mar91a, MQ95, MVMP96,
Mde97, MR92a, Mes96a, Mes96b, Msdv97, MX97, Mic99, Miy92, MJG96b, Moh97.

methods [MS92, MDCVR99, Nie94, OS94, Osa91, OP94, Owr95, O096, PT96, Pe90,
PH92, PT95, PH99, PRT97, PZ98, RA96, RA97, Ree94, RK90, Riv91, Rod99, RH99,
SP96, SSY98, Say97, Sch94c, Sch94d, SV92a, SH96, Sid91, Sim92, Sim95, ST99, SS97c,
Som93, Son99, SDP97, Ste97, Ste90a, Sty95, ST91, TSM96, TS97, Tho90, TH94, Tra96,
Tsa96, Tse95, Ts91, TM92, U99, VB97, VVVD99a, VS90, VV92, Vec96, Ver93,
Vui95, Weg93a, Weg90b, Ver95, Xia96, XZ98, Xu99, Yan90, YD96, YL97, YK96,
Yua96, ZZ97, ZFPV98, d090, d96a, dSS97, hC93, hC94b, vHSvdV95, vHSDS96,
vHM97, vHM99, Mee96]. metric [CM95, HK94]. metrics [Bea99, HR94].


minima [Sch96a]. Minimal [AGRZ97, AGRZ98, BV90, GRZA97, BP97a, HS97, LLP97, Lan99b, RW98, Sid91, Sim92, XZ98, YA95, Zha98]. minimality [PGGC98].

Minimax [LW95, Aco97b, AP98a, EH90, ME93].

minimization [BT95, Saa92]. minimizers [Kla94]. minimizing [PP96a]. Minimum [FPR92, Rol99, But92b, Det95, Lyn92].

minus [BP96b]. Mirror [Ano94l, Eme94f].

miscible [Yan90]. Mises [HB92b]. Mixed [Co98, LM97, MRT95, Yan90, BG98, BS93b, BJ99, CH96a, CH96b, CH97, Che94, ICH97a, CL91, DVV90, DVV90, HB92a, JNC99, LOH92, MVMP96, MJ96, Par97, Sca94, TPA95, VDV90, VDV92, Yan92, vN93]. Mixed-hybrid [MRT95].

mixed-type [VDV90, VDV92]. mixture [Par97].

MODCOM [Ano97-41].

MODCOM-14 [Ano97-41]. Model [FR95b, Ho95, BK95a, BM95a, BM95b, BN92, CSS93, CL97, DGC95, DGH95, FSZ94, FSW94, Fun92, GWC96, G99, Gro91a, GM95, HB90, Hem96, How90, JS97b, Lis95, LL99b, MC98, Saa92, Saa94,
nonoverlapping [RVY97]. nonperfect [CLB92]. nonperiodic [GSSV92, NS94]. nonpolynomial [VVD94, Wit96b].
nonquadratic [Saa94]. nonrectangular [Fer97, Sch94f]. nonregular [Lim94]. Nonselfadjoint [Bul96b]. nonsimple [Mor92].
nonsmooth [Abd90, Che97b, MQ95, Pan95c, Tak92]. nonstandard [Mic99, dMM99]. nonself-adjoint [Bul96b].
nonsymmetric [ARS96, DKKV98, Jod92, KC92, Li92, Mus99, Sha95, SG96, Wit96c, vdFvGdRdV95].
nonsymmetric [Le099]. nonuniform [CLM95, Mag95b, SE99, WRW92, dOP97].
normal [AR97, ACD92, BY99, CDW90, CT970, Par97, Rin94, Rol99, Sch94b]. normalsymmetry [AR97, Mag95b, SE99, WRW92, dOP97].
normal [AR97, ACD92, BY99, CDW90, CT970, Par97, Rin94, Rol99, Sch94b]. normality [LC97]. normalized [FFK97].
Numbers [Ano93-28, Ada97, All97, AL97b, CGV97, EHN91, EH92b, EH94, EH95, EH97a, Emm97b, Köhl94a, Nie94, Rad95, Sen99, Weg98, Zen95]. NUMDIFF [Ano97-46]. NUMDIFF-8 [Ano97-46].
Numerical [AL97a, Alv99, AM97, Ano91q, Ano93w, Ano96i, Ano97-30, Ano97-46, ASWO91, BK95a, BR92a, CC99, CH96c, DL96, DEP97, DL99, DKKV98, DTB93, DPTW95, Dub96, Faz90, Faz92, Faz94, GS91a, Has97, HB99, HLCW93, How93, IB99, JSWW95, Jer91, Jer95, JC95, Jun94, KNN96, Kr95, KBÖ99, Le 98, Lim96, Liu99, Lu91, LR96c, LL99b, Mal90, M KK96, Mon94a, MS99b, NB92, Oia95, PR93, Rab90, RIG98, RNM97, RE94, RS90, SD98, SS99a, SZ97, SB96, SS99b, TOCH99, TM92, W GK99, YN95, YD96, Yua96, Zw97, vdFvGdRdV95, Abd90, AP98b, Ama94, AB96, AKV92, Ano97-34, Ano97-35, Ari95, AS96, BGN+90, BOS97, Bak99, BK90, BV99, Ben97, BJ99, BP97b, BW91, Bru96, BCG98, Bul90b, But92a, BELN92, Cah90, CMR95, Car93, CS93b, Cz93, Ce98].
numerical [CH98, Cha99, CW99, CS96b, DPS98, DP93a, DBFV96, Ehr95a, Eir93, Eme94c, Eme94f, EM98b, FPS99, Fas95, FD93, FW99, GPCGV91, Gov94, Gro91a, GH99b, Han94a, Hem96, Hom96, HJ95b, How90, Iq95a, Jia91, JNC99, Joe90, JL97, Kha96, KSAH98, KL99, KZ92, Kre95b, Kre11, KBÖ97, Lau96, LW91, LW97, LL99a, Mas99, MO96b, Mau98, MM97, Me97, MJG98, Mön96a, MPS96, NR90, Pag92, Pag98, PS93a, PRT97, RA96, Rän92, Sak99, Sas97, Sca94, Sch94, Sch99, Sim96, Sim90, Sim92, SR92, Sim94, SDS94, Sim95, SW97, Sim98, Sim99, Sim92, Sp96, TSM96, TS97, Tic90, TLL91, Us92, VDM96, VV98, Wan99, Zha96b, dDGZ99, NS95, Bul94a, Eme94c, VR91].
Numerically [DD95, HHL97, HC99, dMM99]. Numerics [Ano97-51]. Numerov
[Fra95a, Men91, TSM96, VVVD97, VD91]. Numerov-like [VD91]. Numerov-type [TSM96]. Nuttall [CDL96a]. Nyström [PT96, CB95, DVV97, FP97b, GL94, Guo95a, OS94, SF92a, SF92b, SDS94, Tsi98, VVVD97, hC93, vdHM97].


operational [DLMT99]. Operator [KNNU97]. Operator [Bul96c, FS96a, Arg92b, Bab99, Bul96a, Bul96b, Buo96, BF94b, CL91, Hyv97, JS93, Kal95a, LV99, Lem94, Ois95, YH95, YA95, Zha96a, ZZ91, Bul91]. Operators [SW96, Alp95, Ano97-31, BAV97, BAV98a, BAV98b, BK99a, BM93a, BM95b, D96, Dz99, FM98b, Gl99, Gör99, Gra93, GH97b, IRZ96, Tri93]. Opportunities [JDV95].

OPTAC [AV96]. optics [ER96]. Optimal [Abd98, BP91, BR92b, Lay93, Lov95, MM99b, N99, Pro95, SJAM98, AP94, BH98, Ber93b, CSS93, DR90, De 91b, Dz94b, DGH95, El97, EK98, GWC96, HNT99, HLS97, JS97b, KSFAH98, Lit92, Lit95, Os94, SS97d, YY98].


optimized [Hoc97]. Optimum [But93, MS98b]. options [ZFV98]. orbits [CKP94, Mey94, Yam97]. Order [Moh97, Thr90, Ada98, AP94, AW98, Alp95, AN98, AZ97, AÁNMP98, AP92b, AH95, AS96, BKM95, BPP97, BMS98, BS98a, BT91, BC93, BM97, BS94, CL99, CMR90, Cha98a, CA98, C98, CS98, CW99, CL95, Cop94, CES91, DN98, DBF96, Die91, Die94b, DTB93, DPTW95, Doh98, DP93b, DM97b, EK94, EM94b, Ext97b, FS90, FK95, Fit91, FL92, FKR98, FRK99, FP90, Fra95a, FP97b, FN98, GHMZ94, GWC96, GS92b, Gro91b, GH97b, H99, Han91b, Hem90b, Hus94, IY95, IF99, JV96, Jd90, Jo‘90, Ja92, JN92, J93, JK97a, KKL97, KL99, Kla94, KSK92, KS99, LRV96, Lew96b, Lew97b, LOH92, LN96, LS95, Luc95, MM97, Med95, MM99b, MJG96a, MJG96b, MJG98, Oku93, Osa94, Osa98, PH92, PT95, PF91, PZ98].

order [RA97, RBDM90, RZ95a, RGZA98, Rov96, STS91, SK96, SS94a, Sca94, Sca95, SF92b, ST97, SS92, Sid97, Sim92, Sim94, SDS94, Sim99, SV92b, Sm96, TD97, TE97, Tre92a, Tsi98, TM92, U92, V94, VVVD99a, VS90, VVVD99b, VVD92, VM94, Verd93, WL92, WA98, WN95, YM98, ZRC93, Zha94, ZLQ96, ZCG99, vN93, vdHSvdV95]. Ordered [Stu95, HN90].

ordering [FMT91]. orderings [Ish99].
orders [IKF91, OS94]. ordinary [AL97a, BJ93, BT96, Bu92a, CK94, Elo98, GPS92, KNST91, LB99, Son93, Tra96, Wir93]. organisational [VKB91]. oriented [GN96, Mah92]. Orthogonal [Abr91, Ano91-36, Ano93w, BM93a, BEL93b, CJT90, DZY+94, DG93, DP95, ELW93, JK99, KKL97, MG91, MS93, MAR93a, Peh93, SV96, Skr92, Tot98, Val93, Van91a, ALR96, ACM98, ÁNG95, ABM97, Apt98, AGRZ97, AGRZ98, AÁNMP98, Bar90, Bav95a, Bav98a, BK99a, Bel90b, BV95, BC99, BHJ99, BM93b, BI92, BGVHN93, BGVHN95a, BGVHN99, But92a, CSE95, Csv98, De 90a, De 93, Deh94, Dou96, DM90, DE97, Ehr98, FAD99, FS96a, FG92, FKR98, FRK99, GMS95, GRZA97, GRZA98b, Gro91b, GIM96, HKL96, JJM99, KJ97, Kal95a, KM96, KV90, Klv95, KKL98, Koe93, KS98, KR98, KR99, KL97, KY97, Le 93, Leo98a, Le98b, LL98a, Lew95, Lew96a, Lew96b, Lew98, Li99a, Lin98, Mag95a, Mag95b, MDR90, MB93, MP99, MPP95, MP99, MMPP97].

orthogonal [MMFMB97, Mar93b, MFMBPC97, MF98, Me93, MP99b, Mig95, Mi93, MR94, MDR98, Mon96b, MBMF99, Mul93, NW97, Pan93b, Pan93c, Pan95a, Pan95b, Pan96a, Pan96b, Pan97, Peh92, PS93, PP93, Ran96, Ren96, RM95a, RBDM90, RGZ95a, RGZ95b, RM95b, RGZ98a, SR98, SS94b, Sla93, Sza95, VV95, Val96, VB93, Voí93, Yán99, dicY98, ZDR90, ZRG93, Zhe97].

Orthogonality [CS96a, RBM91, BC98a, GM97, GM95, JKL99, KR96, Ron90, Sza93, dMPP98]. orthogonalization [Stu95, Wat97].

orthogonalizing [EEKL93], orthonormal [MP93]. orthotropic [CKM97, Zha91].

oscillating [CFMR96, Dib98, FGR97, SZ97]. Oscillation [BM96a, BBM96, CHM94, CL98, GS92b, KPP97, MB92]. Oscillations [Cus94, APH94, FSZ94, Ham99]. oscillator [Dun98, GK96b, LM90, RE94, Wit96b].


other [MKK96], outer [Ree94], output [KM94a]. Overconvergence [IL99].

overconvergent [SS91b, Sty92]. overlapping [Mie98]. overrelaxation [Mie98].

output [KM94a]. overview [Fra95c]. Owe [Mar95a]. Oxford [Ano98q, Van91b].

P [Ano93k, Ano98p, Bu90b, Roo90b, Ver94b, BHS+98]. package [AV96, Mou93, Ano98r]. packages [GH97a].

packet [Mon96b, Sif98]. packing [Hal92].

pdf [Ano91w, Ano94y, Ano96-27, Bul94b]. paper [Ano93k, Ano94j, Ano98p, Ano98q, Ano98r, Bul90b, Bul94a, Bu94b, Bu96a, Bu96b, Bu96c, Die94a, Kra96, Roo90b, Uyt96, VR91, Ver94b, Bul91, Bul94c, Van91b].

Painlevé [Mag95a]. Painlevé-type [Mag95a]. Painlevé-type [Mag95a].

pairs [Bab96, EH97a, MPPP95, MMFB97, MP99b, Pan97, SF92a, SF92b].

Pan [Bu94c]. Panovsky [CB95].

Paperback [Ene94e, Ano98r]. papers [Ano91w, Ano94y, Ano96-27, Bu94b]. Para [BHJ99]. Para-orthogonal [BHJ99].
parabola [Lor92]. Parabolic
[AM96, AB97b, Ano91-30, Ano93s, Ano93z, Ano96-33, Ano97-47, Ano98r, BVV90, DHP94, GP93, GN96, HS97, HL95, MdSvdV97, Som93, VS90, Wri93, hC94b, vdHSD96, vdHM97, vdHM99, Anh99, AD92b, Ba97, Bai98, CG95, Cha96, CRvdHV93, DBF96, Ed90, Ern96, FFB97, FG97, FS95, FR99, GC97, He95b, JW91, KNST91, KC92, Mar91b, Mon96b, Sha94b, ST99, SF95, Vec96, VM99, YK96, ZP95, dDGZ99, hC94a, Ano94l, Roo90b]. Parallel-iterated [Som93]. parallelepiped [Moh95]. parallelism [Gea91]. parallelizable [JBA99]. parameter [Ehr96a, K9b93, Ph95]. parameter-dependent [JBA99]. parameterization [Ehr97]. parameters [Ano96-34, Ish99, Koh95, Lah92, Nou93, RA96, RA97]. parametric [CM96b, FIs91, HZ96, Man96, SF99, Zha91, ZC99]. parametrically [ESEHEK93]. parametrized [TB97]. Part [Mas92b, Sch94c, Sch94d, BR92a, Bu90b, Coo99, Cht97, El95, JN92, LU96, Mas92a, MO96b, Ots97, BGVO95, BDMGVO97b, Nak91, TD97, TE97]. Partial
ND95, PRS90, PT96, Sim92, Sim94, XZ98. phase-errors [PT96]. phase-fitted [Sim94].
phase-lag [Sim92, XZ98]. Phase-type [Mai93]. phases [VV98]. phenomena [BTCC99, HS96, Yan95, Ano91q].
phenomenon [GSSV92, Par92, ZM97]. Phillips [Rha92]. physical [B¨oc96]. physics [BTCC99, LSZ96].
Picard [Hyv97, Ozi92]. Piecewise [Ill98, AW95a, DLR92, HMS96, Hig92, KL98, SS94c, YD96].
piecewise-Lidstone [AW95a]. pinched [Zha91]. pivoting [Fos97, Fos98]. placement [CSS93]. planar [eM91, MW95, MW99b, RF99b, RF99a, SS94c, WM96a, WM96b]. Planck [PdA99].
plane [ADG99, Alv99, Ata94, CH96c, Ehr94, FT98, GM93, HB92a, Han95, Mah92, McC93, Pon98b, TRBS99].
plane-oriented [Mah92]. planning [TPA95]. PLAPACK [Ano98r]. plasma [Syd99]. plastic [CZ996, GK95, Ned97a].
plasticity [Ned97b]. plate [Ad94, ADH98a, AK91, BG95, Ber94, IChcH97b, Dor99b, Rab96]. plates [Boe95, KZ94, Sca95, Wes90]. plots [EHK +95, FW99, Weg98]. plotting [Hig92].
plus [Sca95]. Pochhammer [ANQR99]. POCS [SAVF96]. Poincaré [Bea99]. point [Ari95, AS97, BJZ93, BGOV95, BDMGV99a, BDMGV99b, CS93b, Che98b, DF95, DMGV99, EGB93, Eme94a, Far97, GG97a, GV90a, GVO94, GN96, HB92a, HS92e, J91, Jer91, Jon93, Liu97, MM99a, MW99a, O94, Paq94, Pry94, QS99, QA97, Sah95, SH96, SA97, Sin92, Tok96a, Tok96b, VVD92, Wic90]. point- [GN96]. point-like [OO94]. points [CR96, FS90, FW99, GL90a, GL91, How90, JP91, Lev99, LR96c, Mag95b, Mor92, RS99, SX99, Sta93, SLK91, St92, Tic90, Waz91].
pointwise [BZ93, Hug94]. poised [MN96]. Poisson [BEL92, GR92d, IG90, Kem90b, LOH92, OO94, PCV99, SS97a, YO98]. polar [MJ998]. poles [Alv99, Ber97, Has97, Kza95, Li99a, M¨uh90, Pan95b, Sta98].
polygamma [K¨o96b, Lóp98, Ada98]. polygon [CL91]. polygonal [DM97a, Han94b]. polygons [How93].
polyhedra [DL94a, DL94b]. polyhedral [LN95]. Polynomial
[Ano97-48, Ano97-49, BM92, BW96, KT97b, PP91, Van93d, WM92, Aco97a, AH95, BM98, Bla95, CP93, CS95a, CS95b, CM96c, DC95, Ext98c, FS96a, FB90, Gem96, GRZA98a, GPRV93, Ha95, IY97, JS92, Jia94, JMMW90, KKKN97, KKL98, KLL97, KY97, LR95, Loe96, Lyn92, ME93, Mas95, ML96, Miy92, Miy93, Mus99, Paq94, Pas91, Per92, Pet90, PK97, STS91, Sch90, Sid91, Sto95, vG95, Bu94c]. Polyonomials
[Ano91-36, De 90a, AS99, AP98a, ALR96, ACM98, ÅNGM95, ÅNYD98, ÅN98, AGR93, Ano97-31, ABM97, Apt98, AGRZ97, AGRZ98, ADMF98, AÅNMP98, Ban99, BH93, Bov95a, Bov95b, Bov96, Bov98c, BK99a, Be90b, Be93a, BV95, BC99, BM93a, BH99, BG98, BM93b, BEL93b, BI92, Bu92a, CS97a, CS95, Che98a, CIM94, CI97, CSvD98, CJT90, CDM91, DLM99, De 93, DJ98, DZY *94, Deh94, DG93, DP94a, DP94b, DP95, Don96, DM90, DE97, DT98, Ehr95b, Ehr98, ES92, EEKL93, ELW93, Ext96, FAD99, FG92, FV95, Flo96, För93, FKR98, FKR98, FRS92, FG93, GS91a, GMS95, GL99, GRZA97, GRZA98b, GR92c, GS99, Gro91b, Gr98, GH99, GIM96, HKL96, HS94a, He94, Hen90a, Hen90b, HS97, HV91, HN98, IS93, IS95b].
polynomials
[IR95, IS98, JR93, JNS90, JTNW93, J999, JKY97, Kal95a, KR96, KM96, KW90, KvD95, KKL97, Koe93, KS98, Kö94a, KS96a, KS96b, Kui95b, KR98, KR99, KYY97, Lan98, Lap93, Le 93, Leo98a, Leo98b, Let93, Let95a, LRV96, Let99, LL98a, LS98, Lew93,
Lew95, Lew96a, Lew96b, Lew97b, Lew98, Lin98, LM93, LM95, Mag95a, Mag95b, MDR90, MG91, MBP93, MS93, MAR93a, MPP95, MPP96, MMFM97, Mar93b, MFM98, Mas93, MO96a, MCN93, MCN97, MCN99, Mei93, MP99b, Mig95, Mil93, MR94, MKK96, MBMF99, Mul93, OSG99, Pan93a, Pan93b, Pan97, PGS91, Peh92, Peh93, PS95b, PS95a, Peh95, PP93, Rad91, Raf94, Rah96, Ran96, Ren96, RBDM90, RZG95a, RZG95b, RM95b, RGZA98, Röss95b.

polynomials [RV98, Sab93, SRD98, SV95a, Sch93, Sch98, SS96a, SY96, Skr92, Sla93, Sza93, Sza95, Tot98, Tri93, Val93, Val95, VV95, Val96, Van91a, VS93, Voi93, Wen97, Wim90, WK98, WZ97, dC9Y98, ZDR90, ZRG93, Zen95, Zhe97, Zhe98, Zhe99, Zhu97, dMP98, vD99, Ano93w].


Problem [BP96a, A.94, Abd98, ADH98b, AH98, ÁNQR99, AAP98, ADT96, ADT97, Anh99, AD92b, BPV93, BK95a, BV99, BCV98, BF94a, Bec90, BM98, Boe91, Bog97, Bog98, BJH99, BGVHN99, But92b, BR92b, BEL92, Che94, Che97a, ICHH97a, CL91, Chr98, CLM95, CM92, CM96a, DS99, DDG98, DKKV98, DR97, EFL97, Ern96, FKM97, Fun92, GWC96, GGF99, Gre93, GB90b, Hal92, HvdV94, HB99, HS92c, Hem96, HSW91, Ish91, Kld95a, Ked93, KSFAH98, Kre95a, KZ92, Kr95, KBO97, LR94, Lau91, LST94, Le99, LS99, LC99b, Lin99, MRT95, Mey94, Moh95, Mön96a, ND95, Ned95b, Ned97a, Ned97b, Nja95, Nja98, OO94, Ozi91a, Ozi91b, PP91, PK98, Pas91, Pen99, QS99, RIG98, Ro90a, RS90, SF91, Sc94, Sch94b, Sci94, Sha94a, SF92b, Sim96, Sic92, SR99, SS97d]. problem [TD97, TE97, TPA95, TG93, Tse95, Ush91, Us91, Vd90a, VB90b, VVD94, Ven96, Wan97, Was95, WD99, Wes90, YL97, YY98].

Problems [Ano97-39, Ask93, GMR97, AP94, AO98, AP98b, ACG91, AB96, AKV92, Ano96-34, AB96b, AKF93, BAG96, BCF96, Bai98, BE98, BC95, BGH98, BR98, BL97, Ben97, Ber95, Ber98, Ber94, BS93b, BF93, BP97b, BGVHN93, BS94, CNP99, CL99, CFMR96, CG94, Car96, CZ96, CS93a, CS93b, C920, Cha98a, Cha99, CAZ98, Che98b, ICHH97b, CL95, CF93, CK92, Chr90, CG97, DH94, Dar98, DV96, DB99, DV99, DOAG91, DM97a, DTB93, Dor99a, Dos95, DGH95, EGBE93, El97, EK98, Elo98, EH91, EK94, FT96, Fas95, FFH97, Fea91, FFR992, Fra95a, FG97, FN98, FP99, GM90a, GK95, GBP97, GK97, GRZA98a, Gro91b, HB92a, Han94a, HZ95, HR94, HY98, Hug94, Ira94, JSSW95, Jó96, Jon93, KNST91, Kar94, KNN96, KT97a, Kvd92, KKS96b, LW96a]. problems [LV99, Lar94, Lay93, LDV91, LM97, Li97, LLY99, Lim94, LG95, LT93, LFW95, Lit92, Lit95, Liu97, LN96, LP98, Lov95, LN95, LN99, Liu98, MFI95, MP95, MBP93, MP92, Mar93b, Mas99, Mat98, MS98a, MR92a, MM91, Moh97, Moo95, Nak91, NW94, Ned94, OF96, PP97, Pan95c, PACH90, Phu95, Pry94, QA97, Ram99, Rec94, Ren97a, RS99, RW97, Ros95a, Run95, Sac96, SK96, SÄF96, SS98, Sch94c, Sch94d, SH96, SWW96, SA97, ST97, SS92, Sim92, Sim94, SDS94, Sin92, ST99, Spi96, SFS95, Ste99, Sty95, SFI95, Swa96, Tak92, Tem95, TB97, TM92, Van93b, VD91, VVD92, Voe95, Weg90a, Weg93a, Weg93b, Wei97, Wei96, Win91, WA98, Wil93, Yan92, Yua96, YB96, ZV95, ZL96, ZL99, ZP95, hC94a, hC94b, vdHSvd95, Ano91p, VVVD99b].

procedure [FT96, Le90b, Moo95, TK98, Zha94].

procedures [Arg98, BTCC99, BS93b, Hem90b, KKS96b]. process [Bel90a, BGF97, Dub98, Gra93, Hyv97, Sid99, Val93]. processes [Sha94b].

produced [Nie90]. Product [BR92a, JM96, LL99a, SL99, Spa99, All96, Bar97, Baw95a, BM98, BP97a, BP96b, CH94b, DS90, DS91, De 93, HT91, Jüt97, RS92, SL98, Wit95].

production [Lis95, TPA95]. products [ÁNY98, FFH97, GMS94, KM96, Kö95b, Luc95, Mav95, Mil97c, Tre99]. Professor [Ano91h, Mar95a]. Programming [Ano93s, Ano96-33, C920, Dup94, DR95, Em94a, Kan94, Lep94, LFW95, SF91, TPA95, Vivo94, Was95, WM92, YZ96, ZL96, ZL99, Ano94j, Van91b].

programming/branch [DR95].
programs [Art94, CQW95, Fra94, Sch94e]. Progress [Bul94c, GMR97]. progression [Ber98].
property [Lub93, Ver96, ZZ94]. prolongations [De 90b, Hem90b]. proof [Ber99, Bre90b, Cap90, Ekh91, Han96, IS95a, JMT94, Pr̆e96, Sya99]. proofs [NW94].
propagation [Ano91q, KKS96a, MET93]. propagators [Kal95b]. Properties [Mul93, ALR96, ÅNGM95, And92, AZD91, CG97, DR94, Die95, Emm97b, Fas95, GR92b, GR92d, JVV97, JMM90, Kuc99, MF98, Moo95, MBMF99, Nie90, NW97, Pan95b, PS95a, PP93, Pon98a, Rad95, RV94, WK98, ZD94, d90].
Publishing [Bul90b]. PULSE [Lis95]. pulsed [PCC95]. Pure [Bul91, Mas99].
purpose [Zha98].

QD [DR99]. QD-algorithms [DR99]. QMR [Cel98]. Quadratic [BF94b, EH95, EH97a, CQW95, CM99, Dr95, EHN91, EH92b, EH94, ES90, Eh97, Emm97b, FK96, HMS96, KK95, Lah90, Lah92, Lah96, McC98, Rol99, SFI95, Val96, WM94, YZY96, ZC99].
quadratically [Sto95]. Quadrature [A901z, Ano93w, BHGVN94, BGO95, BDMGVO97a, BDMGVO97b, Hag99, SS91a, AK92, BES91, BK99b, BDV94, Bjo96, BGVHN97, CH96b, CH98, CG97, DS90, Die94b, Die95, Die96, Die97, Die98, Die99, Ehr95a, Ehr96b, För93, För95, GL90a, GM97, Gra93, GH99b, HN98, KL98, Köh93, Kui95a, Kui95c, Kui95b, Kza95, Lan95, Lau99, LW91, LW95, Let98, LM95, LD99, MM99b, Min98, Nik96, Not90, Not97, Not98, Pat99, Pet99b, RV94, SS94a, Sin95, Smi91, Sya99, Tsa96, VD90, Ver97]. quadratures [Alp95, DS91, GL91, Sch96b, Spa99].
quadrilateral [KZ94, ZV95]. quadruple [MW90a]. Qualitative [FB96]. Quantitative [HZ95, Sid90]. quantization [Pag98]. Quantum [FV95, Witt96c, FW96, Jer95, LS96, MOT91].
Quartic [XGSKKF96, Alw96, HS94b, KS97, SK96, Usm92, Val93, Val96, Witt95]. Quasi [Fre92, Mar91a, Ron90, Sab96, And92, Ano97-42, CDF95, Che97b, CM99, Dem95, FS91, FG91, FM94, FM96, FM97, L96, Saa94, San96, Sen99, SWY98, Xu99, ZZ94].
 quasi-interpolants [Sab96]. quasi-interpolating [San96].
 quasi-interpolatory [Dem95].
Quasi-Newton [Mar91a, Che97b, FS91, FM94, FM96, FM97, Saa94, Xu99, ZZ94].
quasilinear [Anh99, Bog97, BCG98, Ern96, Faz90, KSAH98, Mat98, Sty96].
quasistability [BDS96]. question [Lor95].
 questions [Ven96]. queueing [BHD93, Kri92]. queues [HJ95a]. Quick [Lew92]. Quintan [Roo90b].
quintic
[HS94b, Lai96]. *quintuple* [All96].

*Quotient* [SF90, NKS98].

*Quotient-difference* [SF90].

R [Ano94l, Ano98q, Ano98r, Bul94a, Eme94b, Lev91, VR91, Ver96, BD90]. *radar* [AEG98].

*Radau* [GL90a, GL91, HW99, dS97b]. *radial* [FI96, SW96, TSM96, TS97, Wen99].

*radially* [DKKV98, Rab96]. *radiating* [GL98].

*Radiation* [Dor99a]. *radiative* [DZY94].

*Radiative-transfer* [DZY94].

*radiation* [Dor99a].

*radial* [FI96, SW96, TSM96, TS97, Wen99].

*radially* [DKKV98, Rab96].

*Radiating* [GL98].

*radar* [AEG98].

*Radar* [GL90a, GL91, HW99, dS97b].

*radial* [FI96, SW96, TSM96, TS97, Wen99].

*radially* [DKKV98, Rab96].

*radically* [DZY94].

*Radical* [All96].

*Imagine* [Ib96].

*Rieder* [Ver96].

*Reissner* [Bul94a].
SL98, SL99, SS91a, ZDR90]. Runge
[CMR90, CRvdHV93, CRV97, BJ93, Bru94, BC93, BJ93, CFMR96, CMGP99, Cha98b, CS97c, CB95, CV93, CRV90, DVV97, GPMR96, HH90, HGC99, JB99, LMP97, MdSvdV97, OS94, Owr95, PRT97, SS92, SDS94, Som93, ST91, Tho90, Tra96, Ts98, VVVD99a, VS90, VVVD97, Vec96, Ver93, VM99, dSS97, hC93, hC94b, vdHSvdV95, vHC93, hC94b, vdHSvdV95, vHC97]. Rutten [Bu94a]. Ryzhik [BM99].

[Alv99, CL97, Jer95, MPS96, Spu99, SB96, Wan99, XM98]. **Simultaneous**
[CS95a, Gel95, VMV94, Ata94, AH95, Bel90a, BC94, CP93, CDM91, DDL93, KR96, Mar91a, R˘an92, STS91, SP96]. **Sinc**
[St97, BK99b]. since
[CR93, Coo99]. Sine
[EIM91, KL90]. Sine-Gordon
[EIM91, KL90]. singular-point
[KL90]. singularities
[CL91, HB92a, Hug94, Ill98, Lew91, LB90, LG95, LN99, MS99b, RS92, SE99]. singularity
[GPS92, Kui95a, Li97, LLY99, Ver97]. singularly
[Bog98, Che97a, CLM95, Fit91, GPCGV91, Hem96, Q989, Roo90a, Sin92, ST99, Wan97]. sinusoidal
[Loe96]. six
[OS94]. Sixth
[Ano93-28]. size
[HI95a, HHL97, HC99, LMP97, Man98, Oku93, SW95b]. Skorohod
[Tak92]. slab
[Gro91b, H92c]. slackened
[GJ95, GK95]. slender
[DE93]. Sloan
[Fra95b]. slow
[Le 98]. slowly
[BEM98]. sluice
[eM91]. Small
[Bur93, JMT94]. Smith
[Van91b]. smooth
[ADB95, Ata94, MW95, SS94a, Shu96, TRBS99, VV94]. Smoothed
[RL99]. Smoothing
[BKF96, Gje97, Jhi99, Par92, BC93, Che97b, DR94, FS96b, Zha98]. Smoothness
[Dam99, Dam98, DNZ98, GW91, Wen99]. snul
[Mag95b]. Sobolev
[ALR96, AANMP98, BZ93, BM92, BC98a, BC99, De 93, DE97, DE99, ELW93, Hlk96, JKL95, JKy97, MAR93a, MPP96, MMPP97, MMFMB97, MFMBPC97, MF98, Mei93, MP99b, MBMF99, Pan97, PP93, WK98, dMPP98]. Sobolev-type
[ALR96, AANMP98, JKY97, PP93]. Society
[Ano98q]. Software
[Loo96, AV96, Eme94a]. Solar
[Em94c]. so1ute
[TH94]. Solution
[AU96, AEG98, A9097-46, BK95b, Bu90b, Cas96, CP96, DOAG91, Gov94, GM90b, GB90b, m91, Ab90, Ab98, AP98b, AM96, AM97, AB96, AS96, AN95, BOS97, Bak99, BB96, BK95a, Bec90, Ben97, Bog97, Bru96, Bu90, BC91, BEL92, CL99, CM95, CM92, Car93, CS93b, Cel98, Cha99, Chr90, CP96, DBF96, Dem95, DM97a, DPT95, Dos95, DK94, Eib92, EK96, FFR92, FFLM95, GK97, GP93, GPCGV91, Han94a, HS92b, HB99, HJ95, Hug94, Hus94, JB99, JCy95, JD91b, JN91, JA92, JS97b, JL97, KNST91, Kit91, KZ92, Kre95b, Kre11, Kri92, KBO97, KBO99, Le 98, Lin99, MP92, Mas99, Mun98, MM97, MJG98, M9096a, M995, MS92, ND95, Oz91a, Oz91b, PRT97, R989, RE94, Ren97b, RS90, Rov95, Rum95, Sak99, Sca94]. solution
[SD98, SB99, Sim96, Sim90, SR92, SW97, Sim98, Sim99, SS97a, Slo91, Ste99, Usa92, VV94, VM99, Wei96, Wri93]. Solutions
[Anon91z, SA97, AS99, AG98, AW98, AO98, Alw96, AAP98, And92, BAG96, BMM96, BM96a, BPP97, BMS98, BS98a, BK90, BJ99, BDM96, BY96a, CN99, CFMR96, CM97, CXL98, CK92, DH94, Dib98, DKKV98, DP93b, DM97b, EGB93, ELo98, Fas95, Fazu90, Fie90, FB96, FGR97, FS95, FT98, GDP92, GDP97, GRZA98a, GK96b, Gro91b, Han91b, Han91d, Han92, Hei94a, HLCW93, Ish91, JL92, Jo90, Jód91a, Jód92, JNC99, KSF989, KL98, KT92, KL97, KY97, LP94, LD98, Le999, LP98, Lub93, LM94c, Mar97, MLD96, MS98a, Mc93, Med95, Med96, Med98a, MS98b, MM91,
NW94, NYW98, Njä95, Ois95, Ozi92, Pao98, PR93, PB98, Phu95, Pop96, Rab94, Rov92, ST97, TE97, Tre92a, Tre92b, TB97, Val96, Voe95, Waz91, Wer95, Wim91, YC90, YN95, YMW98. \textbf{solutions} [ZD94, ZLQ96, ZCG99, ZZ91, ZW97, ZL90]. \textbf{solvability} [BGH98, GM90a]. \textbf{solvable} [Sch94c, Sch94d]. \textbf{solve} [CZ90, DR90, DK92]. \textbf{solved} [HW99]. \textbf{solver} [De 90b, GC97, HB92a, KNST91, SSV98, dS97b]. \textbf{solvers} [Epp92, Hig93, IM99, Jin96b, LR93, MdSvdV97, vdHM97, vdHS98, BVZ90]. \textbf{solves} [Fis91]. \textbf{Solving} [JN92, Lau91, MV92, Nak91, A.94, AH98, AD92b, Arg92b, BAG+96, BHS92, CS93a, CY94, CM92, DHP94, DLF98, FT96, Han91b, HZL94, IY97, Jo'90, JM96, LLP97, Lem94, Li92, LYFW95, Mar91a, MQ95, Mel97, Mes96a, Mes96b, Mou93, Mus99, PH99, QA97, SK96, St95, TP95, Weg90a]. \textbf{Some} [ALR96, AKV92, ARg92b, BFG96, BG95, Bv98e, BE91, CV93, CDMMB94, Dar98, DJ98, Ext97b, GKH91, GS91b, GH99, JS91, KS96b, KK97, Kuc99, Let99, Lev94, Mar96, Mas95, MO96b, MDR98, NNR93, Rad91, Rad95, Rah96, Ree94, Sez92, SF92b, Tim93, WK98, Wit95, vD95, APH94, Arg91, AL97b, Ben94a, BV95, Ber98, Car96, ICh97a, CS96b, De 91a, DT93, DE99, DK94, ES97, EW99, FP97a, GPR93, HZ95, IB99, JB94, Kha94, KPP97, LC98, Mat98, MdCVR99, Ols99, Pal98, Par97, Pet90, Pr94, RV94, Sab95, SP96, Sed90, Sen99, ST99, Ste95, Swa96, Val96, Ven96, Wen90, Wim90, Wim91, WG99, ZL96]. \textbf{Sonderforschungsbereich} [Ano91r, Ano93u]. \textbf{Sonine} [ME94]. \textbf{SOR} [Che98b, HNT96, Ish99, Nou93, PK97, SSY98, SOMF91, Wlu90, Yan97]. \textbf{SOR-like} [SOMF91]. \textbf{sound} [MET93, Mön96a]. \textbf{sound hard} [Mön96a]. \textbf{source} [GKH91, HS92c, Let95b, ML96, OO94, SD99, Tim93]. \textbf{space} [ACQ94, BF93, BW96, Car93, FR99, Gea91, HS96, MMST96, Me93, MJ96, MJG96a, MJG96b, Moh97, Moh98, Nak91, Pag98, RS90, Yan92, Ver96]. \textbf{space-time} [HS96]. \textbf{spaces} [Aco97a, Alp98, BM92, BC94, De 93, DE99, ELW93, HKL96, JL97, Lad97, MAR93a, Min98, Mit91, Vo95, Yan90, Bul91]. \textbf{span} [ATBB99, SJAM98]. \textbf{Spanish} [Ano91-36]. \textbf{spanning} [PP96a]. \textbf{sparse} [BEC99, Fuk90, HL95, LOH92, SSF95]. \textbf{spatial} [Kre95a, Mon93]. \textbf{Special} [Ano93w, Mag95b, DTH93, Ext91, Ext95, JB96, KK97, Lem94, Lo29, MP93, RW99, Sc94, Sim92, SDS94, Zie90, vVBZ93]. \textbf{spectra} [Böc96, BEM97a, Sza95]. \textbf{Spectral} [Ano93-29, AZD91, BGM99, BEM97a, BEM97b, Fas95, Jek91, MOT91, Me98, ZD94, BEM98, CDF95, CDF96, DW94, DP95, EK96, ELn97, Fra99, HHL97, KP90, Kar94, OP94, XM98, Zeh97]. \textbf{spectral-finite} [CDF95]. \textbf{spectrum} [CNS97, Esp99, GMZ94, JN92]. \textbf{speed} [SDP97]. \textbf{SPH} [SR99]. \textbf{SPH-code} [SR99]. \textbf{sphere} [ANS96, DS98, Ha92, KN90, LS96, Spa99, Tie90, TOC99]. \textbf{sphere-like} [ANS96, LS96]. \textbf{spheres} [HX99]. \textbf{spherical} [ANS96, Bar90]. \textbf{spherically} [ZT98]. \textbf{Spin} [Ano91t]. \textbf{Spiral} [MV99b, ATBB99, WM96a, WM96b, Yam97]. \textbf{Spline} [Ano91y, BY96b, DS90, FP99, Ors90, ST97, ADT92, BS93b, DS91, DL96, DZ98, Die98, Die02, ES90, HS94b, Iq97, Lah92, Lah96, Lah96, Loe96, MW99b, Ors97, Pte91, PWT99, Roo90a, Sk96, Voe95, XGSK96, ZM97]. \textbf{spline-based} [Die98, Die02]. \textbf{spline-functions} [Roo90a]. \textbf{spline-on-spline} [XGSK96]. \textbf{Splines} [SWY98, ANS96, BW99, CMR95, CM99, DPH98, Dem95, Jun92, Jüt97, KS97, Kob95, Lah90, MR95b, MW95, Nea96, NV94, Rab90, Rab96, Sab96, San96, SU99, Str94, Us92, VVD94, Vo90, WM94, WD94, ds97a, KS99, Die94a]. \textbf{split} [Fra95c]. \textbf{splitting} [DK92, LV99, LB98, Li99b, LR96a].
splitting-shooting [LB98].
splitting-shooting-integrating [L99b].
splitting-up [DK92]. splittings [Mie98].
Springer [Bu94b, Die94a, Lev90a, Lev91, Pie96, VR91, Ver96]. Springer-Verlag [Die94a, Lev90a, VR91, Ver96]. Spurious [Sta98]. square [AAVB98, Yey92]. squared [Chr94, FSV96]. squares [BP96b, BM93b, FFH97, JS97b, Mon96b, SF91, SS9Y9, Sci94, VB94, Van90b, YL97, Yua96, YI96].

SSOPAS [Ano91-36]. SSOR [HN90, HN95, VR91, Ver96]. Spurious [Sta98].
square [AAVB98, Yey92]. squared [Chr94, FSV96]. squares [BP96b, BM93b, FFH97, JS97b, Mon96b, SF91, SS9Y9, Sci94, VB94, Van90b, YL97, Yua96, YI96].

SSOPAS [Ano91-36]. SSOR [HN90, HN95, VR91, Ver96]. Spurious [Sta98].
JNC99, TB97. Stroud [CR93, Coo99].

structured [SR91]. structure [Alp98, BGM93a, Bec90, Cou99, EHGNT90, FSW94, Gil99a, JM99, KM99, Mai93].

structured [Cus94, HS92b]. structures [Pro95, PCV99, Rös95b, vdFvGdRdV95].

studies [Hom96]. Study [Ano91y, AD92a, ADT92, BT92b, CS97d, Dub96, Fen94, GMS95, JV96, JMT94, RZG95a, Smi91, ZRG93, Zha91, ZL99].


Subject [Ano98-34, Ano98-35, HMS96]. submerged [DS98].

submultiplicative [AR99]. subroutine [BK99b].

subsequences [IL99]. Subsets [CS95b, Osa90]. subspace [BMX97, Kin90, SL96]. subsurface [ABD+96b]. successive [Anh99, Ern96, HS92a, Ish91, Ozi92, ZYZ96].

suction [Ari95]. sufficient [CL98, MB92].

suited [SOM99]. sum [Bav98b, CDTV99, GSSV92, LGR96, RBM91, ZDR90].

summability [BT92a, Kor94b, RW92].

summary [SA97]. Summation [Ext98c, Ext97b, Ext98a, Lew97a, VPR97, Wen90].

summations [Mi97a]. summed [Fra95c].

Summing [OO98]. sums [Ada97, BPV93, GIZ94, Ham94, KvD95, Lan98, LM95, Rin94, RM95b, Van93d].

Super [HAMEM96]. Super-critical [HAMEM96]. superalgebras [HV91].

supercomputer [FFM95].

supercomputing [Ano94i].

superconductivity [Ext91, Ext95].

Superconvergence [KNP97, BY96a, LLY99, Shin96, LC99a].

Superior [HN95]. Superlinear [Che97b, AO98, BS98a, vdVV93].

supernovae [MM99c]. superposed [AR97].

superposition [Nee94]. superpositions [Pal92]. supersonic [D 99].

supplementary [McN97, McN99]. support [CS95b, CMR99, MMFM97, YA95].


Surfaces [Ano91f, ANS96, CP99, Ll99c, LC99a, LS96, SDL99]. survey [AL97b, BM98a, JN99, Mee96, SV92c].

survival [BS93a]. suspended [JM94].

suspension [FSZ94, Sim96].

Symmetry [Ano97-53, ACD92, BY99, Zha96b].

symbols [ANQR99]. Symm [ES96, HLC93]. Symmetric [AT99, BS93b, Par91, VC94, Bar99b, BK99a, CR98, CLE98, CM96a, Dam99, Die93, ELW95, GK96a, He94, HL95, Jin96b, LLP97, Lui98, MFI95, Mel98, Rab96, Sha94a, SSF95, VB93, Wit96c, Yun98, ZT98, hC94b].

symmetrically [MMFM97].

Symmetrization [KY97].

symmetrization [GS97]. symmetry [AT99, ABM96, BMR99, DH94].

Symposium [Ano91-32, Ano91-36, Ano93w, Ano97-39, Ano97-41, Ano97-51, Ano91x, Ano93y].

Synchrotron [PB98]. system [ADH98b, BMP96, BL93, BC91, CY91, Fis91, Gil90, HJ95a, HMV98, How90, Hwa96, Ish91, Jer91, JM96, KR96, Kri92, Le99, Le98a, LW92, LR93, MTF98, ML96, MJ96, MJG96a, MJG96b, MP93, NKS98, SGFR94, Sty96, Wit96a, Wit96c, Zho94, vdHM97].

Systems [Ano91t, AG98, AT99, AR92a, ATV98, And92, ACD92, BH98, BEC99, BBD+96, BK90, BGM96a, BGM96b, BK95b, BJ99, Bre97, Bre98, Bru96, CR98, Car93, CR96, Ce98, CNS97, DW94, DR90, DHP94, DL99, Fuy97, Faz90, FR95b, Gab92, GG97a, GPS92, GJ95, GK95, GP39, Gov94, Han91b, HLS94, Hei95a, HC99, Jbi99, JCS95,
Three-body [Kr´ı95]. Three-dimensional [Gr¨u92, XK92, B¨an91, BH91, EIM91, Goo91, IC90, KZ92, LDV91, TLL91, WS97, Wit95, Wit96a, Wit96c, YO98]. three-direction [Sab96]. three-parallel [FG97]. tilings [FG99].

Time [BJZ93, KB91, AR92a, B¨an91, CDF95, CFR96, CRV97, FLM92, GG97a, Goo91, HS92c, HS96, Ked93, KM94a, KM95, Lap93, Mal90, MTW96, MJG98, Ned97b, Tre91, XM98, vDVNTV97, Bul96c]. Time-dependent [KB91, AR92a, B¨an91, XM98].

time-harmonic [Ked93]. Time-point [BJZ93, GG97a].

time-series [And95, Mal90]. time-varying [Lap93, Bul96c].

Times [Ano94l, Eme94f, Yan95].

time-varying [Lap93, Bul96c].

time-series [And95, Mal90].

Toda [ABM97]. Toda-type [ABM97].

tool [De93, GS99, Gra93, Hoc97, Jiu96a, Jiu96b, Mel98, SS96].

Tolerance [Hig93]. tomography [KvdB92, Kos99, Rat94].

tool [De93, GS99, Rol99, SS99a].

Topics [Ver94b, Ano98p, Ano91z].

Torsion [Cha96]. torsional [JM94]. Total [Rat94, CGEP96, Van90b, VDM96].

trailing [FFRV92]. Transcendental [Ano97-53].

transfer [DZY+94, FP97a, Moc95].

transform [AZ97, Bar90, DMGV99, DLP98, Die99, Ehr95a, GS91a, Iqb95, KS96a, MiI97c, Sin94, Tag98, Tri93].

Transformation [Hac97, VPR97, AE90, ABM97, ARS96, Atk90, CRD94, Faz94, Goo91, GS91b, Hom96, Ito94, Sad90, SG94, Sid97, Sid99, TA95].

transformations [Bal93, BP91, BW91, Bre98, Ext98b, Fan95, GK96c, JS97a, Lau96, LB98, Li99b, MS93, MN96, Osa96, Sen99, Yak97, Zhe97].

transformed [BI92, SF92a]. transforms [Ano96y, AVW99, CZ95, DS98, HT94, Iqb97, Khu92, Mac99, Mas93, OSG+93, Pag92, PB92, Pon98b, Sab95].

transient [Ozi91b, SD98]. transition [DV99].

transitional [Sch99]. translated [Ver96].

transmission [BGH98, Boe91, KB91].

transmission-line [Boe91]. transport [ABD+96b, DZY+94, KK91, Lay93, MM99c, TH94, WF97]. transportation [Abd98].

transporters [BB92]. transshipment [HR94].

Transverse [RAS98, MM97].

trapezoidal.

cMM97a, GL94, HAMeM96, SL98, SS97b].

trapping [Al99]. traveling [CM97].

treating [JSWW95, SWW96].

treatment [Ext91, GLP98, GL90b, SGFR94, Wri93].

Treatments [Ano96]. tree [PP91, Wan99].

trees [Mah92, Pa92]. trend [BM93a].

Trends [Mie91, Eme94b, Win91].

triangles [CRD94, Say98]. triangular [BW91, CM96c, HGL96]. triangulations [DLR92, La96].

tridiagonal [EFL97, Yun98].

Trigonometric [Rös95b, Cal97, Cap90, VD94].

triple [AE90]. triples [EH95].

truck [SGFR94].

truncated [CG97]. Truncation [Bal93, BJ93, Thr99].

trust [HZ96, McC98].

Trichotomy [Kra96].

turning [How90, Mor92].

twelfth [BT91, ST97].

twelfth-order [BT91, ST97].

twin [Waa91, WA98].

Two [DMGVO99, FS90, FG97, Köl95b, KL90, Le 95, MM99a, Max95, Ols99, Tok96b, Ver94b, ZT98, ZL90, AR97, Abr91, Al99, BH98, Bc99, Bab98a, BF93, BGVO95, BDMGV97a, BDMGV97b, CS93b, CA98, CM92, Con99, Deh99, Ehr95a, Ehr96a, EH94, EGB93, EIM91, EEA99].

Tschirnhausen [MW97].

Tseretsvadze [SZ98].

Tsuzuki [SZ98].

tubular.

tuple [DDL93].

tuples [Ren99].

Turán [GM97, Spa99, Van93a].

Turán-type [GM97].

Turbulence [Ano93t].

turbulent [Eme94f, Kha94, SG95a].

Turing [Kra96].

turning [How90, Mor92].

twelfth [BT91, ST97].

twelfth-order [BT91, ST97].

twin [Waa91, WA98].

Two [DMGVO99, FS90, FG97, Köl95b, KL90, Le 95, MM99a, Max95, Ols99, Tok96b, Ver94b, ZT98, ZL90, AR97, Abr91, Al99, BH98, Bc99, Bab98a, BF93, BGVO95, BDMGV97a, BDMGV97b, CS93b, CA98, CM92, Con99, Deh99, Ehr95a, Ehr96a, EH94, EGB93, EIM91, EEA99].
Ext99, Fdi99, GBP97, GVN90a, GVO94, GS99, GB90b, HS94b, HR99, Ira94, Jon93, KKL97, KvdB92, KKS96b, KS96a, Kor94a, Kos94, Kuc99, LW96b, LB99, Lit95, Liu97, Mil06, MJ96, MJG96a, Moh97, ND95, NS94, Oo98, Oz91a, Oz92, QS99, QA97, RBM91, RZG95b, Sac96, SH96, Sim92, Sin92, SFB94, Sty96, Tra96, VV99b, VVD92, XZ98, XM98, Yey92.

Two-dimensional [EIM91, KvdB92].

Two-level [ZL90, Abr91, Deh99, GS99, GB90b, HR99, Ira94, KKS96b, Kuc99, OO98, Ozi91a, XM98].

Two-parameter [Ehr96a].

Two-side [Ozi92].

Two-sided [ZT98, Tag98].

Two-stage [BH98, Bec99, Caz98, VV99b].

Two-step [Con99, Sin92, Tra96, XZ98].

Two-term [Ext99, Mil96].

Two-Volume [Ver94b].

Type [Van91b, ALR96, ANYD98, ABM97, ADMFS98, AANMP98, Bai97, BS95, BM96, Ber92b, BVD94, BB93, Bre90c, Buo96, BL93, CS97b, Chu97a, Cuy90, Cuy92, DVM99, DV90].

DMVO99, Erd93, ELW95, EH97b, FAD99, FPR92, FB96, Fra95a, FP97b, FP99, GM97, GP98, GLP98, GHO94, Goe95b, HT91, HLS94, HRL98, Heu92, Ioa90, JL92, JB99, JS93, Jnu95, JKY97, Kar94, KW90, Kui95c, Ku95b, Lai96, Le 95, Lin99, LMK92, LN96, Mag95a, Mai93, Mat97, MTW96, MP99b, ME94, MIL97b, Min98, MB92, Mus99, Not90, OM99, PP93, Pry94, RV94, RW92, SL98, SF90, TSM96, Thr90, Thu99, VDV90, VVD92, Voi93, Weg90b, Xc96, Yak97, YK96, ZZ96, ZD94, dBS99].

U [Ano90k, SS91b].

US [Roo90b].

UK [Ano98q].

ultra [Kan97].

ultra-hyperbolic [Kan97].

ultratriangular [RJ99].

unbiased [Rol99].

unbounded [BDMGVO97b, GM99, Rha92].

unconstrained [FM97, GV96].

unconventional [Vea93].

uncoupled [Jia91].

underdetermined [CY94, Mar91a].

Undergraduate [Lev90a].

underlying [Art94].

Unified [GLP98, FR99].

Uniform [Ano91-35, BS95, BG95, Boe91, CLM95, Die94b, EH91, Kuli92, Mas92c, SLK91, SLK92, TD90, Tem95, Du97, ES90, HS97, KW99, KS97, VM94].

uniformly [Dr90, Ehr94, Hac97, Roo90a, SL99].

uniforms [Sta90].

Unifing [Cha95].

unilateral [GK95, Lov95].

Unimodal [HV91].

Uniqueness [CLL98, BGM90, BSW99, EGB93, Oz91b, PGGC98].

unit [ACM98, BG95, BC98a, BC99, BHGV94, BGV90, CS96a, CS97a, Est99, Gra93, KN99, Li99a, M91, Mil06, Pan96b, Pan93c, Pan96a, Pan96b, SL99, SV95b, Tri93, VB94, Weg93b].

Unitary [Wat97, DL99].

univalent [MM99a, Ren99].

universally [Kor94b].

Universität [Ano91s, Ano91r, Ano93u].

University [Ano98q, Eme94b].

unknown [BMS98, BS98a, BY96b, FG92].

unstable [MR92b, PR93].

unsteady [Eme94c, Ols98, Sak99, TLL91].

unstructured [EBV99, RD96, WF97].

unsymmetric [Ch94].

Updated [BGM96a, Mc99].

upon [VDV90].

Upper [EH90, Jd90, LW96b, LS98, LP98, LU96].

upwind [AM95, FP99, Lin99].

US$308.50 [Ver94b].

USA [Pie96].

Use [Jon93, BCCM91, Dem95, FG91, FW99, Fre92, MJG96b, Sta93, Usm92, WMC97, Wou91, vdHS98].

used [LL99b, Owr95].

useful [Dar98, Joe96, LMSSD96].

uses [Sas97].

uses [YZY96].

Using [DB99, Fau90, FM96, AR92a, ANS96, AKV92, ADT95, BWS99, BJ99, CMR95, CRD94, Cha98a, CS98, CW99, CK91, CMR99, CSvD98, CPM96, DOAG91, Fea91].
valid [Ehr94]. Validated [Ano97-51]. value [AO98, AM96, AB97b, AAP98, ADT96, ADT97, Anh99, AFK93, BV99, BR98, BS93b, BF93, BK99b, BT96, CL99, CFMR96, CG94, CS93a, CS93b, Che97a, CLM95, Cri97, DS91, DL96, DPS98, Die94b, Die95, Die96, Die97, DTB93, EGB93, El99, EK94, Ern96, Fea91, Fra95a, FG97, Gre93, Gro91b, HvdV94, HY98, Ioa90, Ira94, Jod90, Jod91a, Jon93, KT97a, Lah96, LW96a, Lin94, LC95, LC99b, LT93, LR93, Liu97, LN96, LP98, Lor95, Lov95, MS99a, Moh97, OF96, ORs90, PM92, PACH90, Ph95, QS99, QA97, Roo90a, SK96, San96, SH96, SF99b, SA97, ST97, SS92, Sin92, Sin94, SDS94, Sin92, Sic92, Sp96, Ste99, SS97d, TB97, TM92, Usm92, VVD94, Van90a, VVD92, Voe95, VM99, WA98, Wir93, hC94a, hC94b, vdHSvdV95].

valued [Bl96, Bul96a, Chu97a, Chu97b, FK97, GM00b, Pro94, Sin95, Tok96a, ZT99].

values [Aco97b, And90, BZ93, CT99, DNN92, De 91a, FM96, HA92].

Vandermonde [Mih96]. Varga [Bu94a, VR91].

Variable [KT97a, LMP97, Oku93, BDS96, BK90, CSS93, CMR93, Con99, Dub79, F90, FK95, GJ95, G99b, Lew96a, Lew98, M99b, M99c, M99a, MJ99a, MJ99b, Moh98, Moo99, SFGF +99, SY90, Vu95, Zh94a].

Variable-order [KT97a, Zh94a].

variable-step [KT97a]. variable-stepsize [Zh94a]. variables [ANG95, BPV93, GS91b, Han91b, Jo90, KKL97, LR92a, Moh90, NS94, Nie95, Rin94, Zh97].

variance [Fo95, GR95, JDV95, Rol99, SV95b].

variations [Kem90b, Sta90], variation [CM95]. variation-diminishing [CMR95]. Variational [Ros95a, CP96, EK98, F94, NZ90, NNR96, O96, R92, T95].

Variations [Gr98, Mar93b, BC99b]. Varieties [Ve96]. varying [BG98, Lap93, Pan93b, To98, dCYL98, Bu96c].

vector-valued [Chu97b]. vectors [Nie90]. vehicle [De99].

velocity [Faz90, MEES95, ZZ97]. velocity-pressure-stress [ZZ97].

Verifications [Sch96a, May95, Nak91, Ois95]. verifications [YN95]. vérificative [Han96].

Verified [Rum95]. verifying [Han96].

Verlag [Bu94b, Bu96a, Bu96b, Bu96c, Di94a, Lev90a, Lev91, VR91, Ve96].


Vertical [PdST96, eMB91, TOCH99]. very [MN96].

very-well-poised [MN96]. Vetter [Kra96].

via [AP98a, Ada95, B9H98, Cha95, HLCW93, HH97, J91, Lan91, LM94c, Man96, Pe94, RM97, SBF94].

vibrating [SJAM98]. Victor [Bu94c]. video [Uyt96].

Vieweg [Eme94c]. vii [Bu94a]. viii [Bu90b]. visco [N97a]. viscoelastic [Bo95, JSW95, KKS96a]. viscoelasticity [SW96].

viscoplastic [CZ96]. viscosity [MET93].

viscous [DGH95, Ehr94, Em94c, SR99]. vision [BM95b]. visual [Ano94m]. visualization [AV96].

visualize [GS99]. vitae [Ano91h].

Vlad [Bu96c]. void [KV99]. voids [Mar96, Mar97].

Voigt [LW91]. Vol [Ano91-28, Ano92l, Ano93-31, Ano97-34].
volatility [ZFV98]. Volterra [BD90, Bru94, BY96a, BY96b, Cah90, CS97b, CRv90, CRvdHV93, CFR96, CRv97, DBFV96, EK96, FB96, GL94, Guo95a, HLS94, Jód91b, JM96, Kha94, Rob98, Vec96].

Volume
[AGW91, Ano90f, Ano91c, Ano92b, Ano96j, Ano98d, Lev91, VR91, Ver94b, Ver96, Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano90e, Ano91a, Ano91b, Ano91d, Ano92c, Ano93d, Ano93e, Ano93f, Ano93g, Ano93h, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano94g, Ano94h, Ano94i, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano95i, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano96h, Ano96i, Ano96k, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97h, Ano97i, Ano97k, Ano97l, Ano98e, Ano98f, Ano98g, Ano98h, Ano98i, Ano98j, Ano98k, Ano98l, Ano98m, Ano98n, Ano98o, Ano98c, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99e, Bul90b, Bul94c, EBV+99, Em94c, FFLM95, LW99, SdO99, Sty95].
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